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STATE OF NEW YORK
7238

1987-1988 Regular Sessions

IN ASSEMBLY
April 3, 1987

Introduced by COMHITIEE ON RULES
(at request of M. of A. Eve,
E. C. Sullivan, Green) -- read once and referred to the Committee on
Higher Education

AN ACT to amend the education law and chapter thirty-one of the laws of
nineteen hundred eighty-five, amending the education law relating to
regents scholarships in certain professions, in relation to increasing
the number of professional opportunity scholarships and extending the
sunset provision relating thereto
The People of the State of New York. represented in Senate and Assembly. do enact as follows:
1

2
3

4
5
6

7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Section 1. Subdivision one of section six hundred seventy-eight of th•
education law, as added by chapter thirty-one of the laws of nineteer
hundred eighty-five, is amended to read as follows:
1. Number and certification. {Fifty] One hundred regents health career
professional opportunity scholarship~ ~hall be awarded each year. Such
scholarships shall be allocated as provided in article thirteen of this
chapter t~ ~ligibl~ &~uden~& 4f ~,r~lfjJQ t9
preti4~~~ ?f ~tit
commissioner.
§ 2. Subdivision one of secUc;,n liMJJ.1,lJldred seventy-nine of such law,
as added by chapter thirty-one 9f tht'lltWJ of nineteen hundred eightyfive, is amended to read as followsr:.J
l. Number and certification. [Fifteen] Two hundred seventy regents
professional opportunity scholarships shall o~ 4ward~d each year. Such
scholarships shall be allqcated as ?fOVi4ed :f.n 4rticle thi+teen of this
chapter to eligible students as certiti~d to the presjd~t by the

16 C0111111issioner.

17
§ 3. Subdivision seven of section six tho~sand four hundred fifty•fout
18 of sueh law, as amended by chrapter two hUDdred eighty-five of the laws
19 of ninteen hundred eightf-&ix, is amended to fead as followt;
EXPLAN&TlON•-Hattei- in italics (unc;J~racored) is newj matter in brackets
( J u old law to be omitted.
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7. l\o grant pursuant to this section shall exceed one hundred thousand
dollars to any eligible applicant in a single state fiscal year unless
the eligible applicant is a consortium comprised of two or more institutions of post•se~ondary education or unless the eligible applicant is
conducting summer classes as an approved part of its program.
§ 4. Section seventeen of chapter thirty-one of the laws of nineteen
hundred eighty-five, amending.the education law relating to regents
s 7holarships in certain professions, as amended by chapter two hundred
eighty-five of the laws of nineteen hundred eighty-six, is amended to
read as follows:
§ 17. This act shall take effect immediately; provided, however, that
the scholarship and loan forgiveness programs established pursuant to
the provisions of this•act shall terminate. upon the granting of such
a~ards f~r the (nineteen hundred eighty•eight·-nineteen hundred eightynllle] nineteen hundred ninety••nineteen hundred ninety-one school year.
§ 5. This act shall take effect imm.ediately.

R.R. 790

IN ASSEMBLY
Hay 15, 1986

Introduced by COHHI1TEE ON RULES -- (at request of H. of A. Eve, Tallon.
Siegel, Norman, Marshall, Walsh, Murtaugh, Green, Nadler) -- read once
and referred to the Committee on Higher Education -- reported aud
referred to the Committee on Ways and Means -- committee discharged,
bill amended, ordered reprinted as amended and rec0111Ditted to said
committee -- reported and referred to the Committee on Rules -- Rules
Comittee discharged, bill amended. ordered reprinted as a.ended aud
reC0111Ditted to the Committee on Rules -- amended on the special order
of third reading, ordered reprinted as amended, retaining its place an
the special order of third reading
AN ACT 'CO amend the education law, in relation to professional nursing
opportunity scholarships and nurse practitioners and providing for the
repeal of certain provisions relating thereto upon the expiration of
such provisions
The People of the State of New York, represented in Senate and Assea•
bly, do enact as follows:
1
2
3
4
5

· Section 1. Section six hundred five of the education law is amended by
adding a new subdivision thirteen to read as follows:
13. Regents professional nursing opportunity scholarships. Regents
professional nursing opportunity scholarships shall be awarded annually
to students who are residents of New York state and who are beginning or
6 eyaged in an approved course of study in this state leading to regis•
7 tration as a professional nurse, but not exceeding the normal period of
8 stlfdI required to complete the requirements for the program, as such ap9- proved
courses and normal periods of study are defined by the
lQ c«-issioner. Such scholarships shall be classified and allocated in ae•
11 corclance with regents rules, provided that:
12
a. Scholarship recipients shall be selected and certified in the fol13 lowing order of priority: .
.
14
(1) Applicants who reside in a medically underserved area, as desig15 .nated bV the regents in consultation with the C011111issioner of health;
EXPLANATION--Matter in italics (underscored) is new; matter in brackets
· ( J is old law to be omitted.
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(2) Applicants who are economically disadvantaged, which for the pur•
poses of this subdivision shall mean applicants who meet or would other•
wise mP.et the entrance requirements of opportunity programs pursuant to
section sixty•four liundred fifty•one or sixty-four hundred fifty•two of
this chapter.
b. At least one•third of the recipients of scholarships awarded under
this subdivision shall be residents of rural areas, as such areas shall
be determined by the regents. and at least one-third shall be members of
a minority group. For the purposes of this subdivision, 11minority11 means
a resident of New York who is black, hispanic, or native american. Th.e
commissioner shall make every effort to assure the principles of equitable distribution throughout the state are assured in awarding scholar•
ships under this subdivision.
c. No applicant who receives a scholarship under this subdivision
shall be eligible to also receive support through special programs
authorized under section sixty-four hundred fifty-one or sixty-four hundred fifty-two of this chapter; provided, however that nothing herein
shall prevent an applicant from applying for such support, or for
scholarships under this subdivision, and nothing herein shall be deemed
to require that the recipient of such support or such scholarship cannot
reapply for such alternate support or scholarship, as the case may be,
in a subsequent year. The commissioner shall take such steps as are
necessary to notify institutions participating in special programs
provided pursuant to section sixty-four hundred fifty-one or sixty-four
hundred fifty-two of this chapter of the regents professional nursing
opportunity scholarships and of their availability to students who might
otherwise be eligible for support under such programs.
d. In the event that there are more applicants who have the same priority than there are remaining scholarships, the commissioner.shall distribute the remaining number of such scholarships by means of a lottery
or other form of random selection.
e. The commissioner shall forward approved applications to the presi•
dent and shall notify unsuccessful applicants.
f. The president shall notify applicants of their award entitlement.
g. The president shall, in consultation with the commissioner, develop
and secure from each successful applicant a written agreement to practice nursing in a public or other hospital, certified home health
agency, health maintenance organization or other health care facility
located in a designated medically underserved area or serving a
disproportionate number of low-income patients. The regents, in con·
sultation with the c011111issioner of health, shall designate medically underserved areas and those facilities, agencies, entities and .:.nstitu·
tions serving a disproportionate number of low-income patients. Wi\:iiin
such time as the commissioner shall by regulation provide, a ·recipient
of an award shall b,_ve practiced nursing in a facility, agency,· entity
or institution located in a designated medically underserved area or
servitlg a disproportionate number of low-income patients for that number
of months calculated by multiplying by nine the number of~• annual
payments received by the recipient. In no case shall the total number of
months of service required be less than eighteen. If a recipient fails
to comply fully with such conditions; the president shall be entitled to
receive from such recipient an amount to be determined by the formula:
A= 2!1 (t·s)

!

3

1 in which "A" is the amount the president is entitled to recover; "B" is
2 the sum of all payments made to the recipient and the interest o~ such
3 amount which would be payable if at the times such awards were paid they
4 were loans bearing interest at the maxillnll2 prevailing race; "t" is the
5 total number of months in the recipient's period of obligated services;
6 and "s" is the number of months of service actually rendered by the
7 recipient. Any amount which the president is entitle~ to recc_,ve: under
8 this paragraph shall be paid within the five-year per:od be~1nn1ng on
9 the date that the recipient failed to comply with this service
IO condition. Nothing in the written agreement shall affect the terms of
11 employment of the individual who shall negotiate, separate and apart
12 from the program, his or her salary and other forms of employment with
13 an agency, institution or a program in which he or she shall be
14 employed.
,
15
Any obligation to comply with such provisions as outlined in this sec•
16 tion shall be cancelled upon the death of the recipient. The COlllllis17 sioner shall make regulations to provide for the waiver or suspension of
18 any financial obligation which would involve extreme hardship.
19
h. A recipient of an award shall report annually to the New York state
20 higher education services corporation. on forms prescribed by it. as to
21 the performance of the required services. If the recipient shall fail to
22 file any report required hereunder within thirty days of written notice
23 to the recipient, mailed to the address shown on the last application
24 for an award or last report filed, whichever is later, the president of
25 the corporation may impose a fine of up to one thousand dollars. The
26 president shall have the discretion to waive the filing of~ report, ex27 cuse a delay in filing or a failure to file a report, or waive or reduce
28 ariy fine ·imposed for good cause shown.
29
i. The commissioner shall submit a report to the governor, the tem•
30 porary president of the senate, the speaker of the assembly, the
31 cliairman of the senate finance committee and the chairman of the assem32 bly ways and means committee concerning the implementation and progress
33 of the regents professional nursing opportunity scholarship program es34 tablished pursuant to this subdivision. Such report shall include but
35 not be limited to the number of scholarships awarded, the amount of each
36 scholarship, the programs of nursing attended by scholarship recipients,
37 aggregate statistics regarding the qualifications of applicants and
38 recipients, the location or proposed location of service by scholarship
39 recipients and recommendations for extension or modification of the pro40 gram subsequent to its expiration date. Such report shall be completed
41 and transmitted no later than January thirty-first, nineteen hundred
42 ninety-one.
43
§ 2. Such law is amended by adding a new section six hundred seventy44 nine-b to read as follows:
45
§ 679-b. Regents professional nursing opportunity scholarships. 1.
46 Nwoher and certification. One hundred regents profes>ional nursing op47 .:portunity scholarships shall be awarde~ in th~ academic year nineteen
48 hundred eighty-seven--nineteen hundred eighty-eight. In the academic
49 year nineteen hundred eighty-eight-·nineteen hundred e~ghty-nine, ~o
50 hundred fifty of such scholarships shall be awarded. And in the academic
51 year. nineteen hundred eighty•nine•-nineteen hundred ninety, and annually
52 thereafter, four hundred such scholarships shall be awarded each year.
53 Such scholarships shall be allocated as provided in anicle thirteen of
54 this chapter to eligible students as ce~tified to the president by the
55 commissioner.
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2. Duration. Such scholarship shall entitle the recipient to an award
while enrolled in an approved course of study leading to reg~stration as

professional nurse, but not exceeding the nor111al period ~f st!Jdr
required to co=plete the requirements for the Program. as such approved
eourses and normal periods of study are defined by the COl!llllissioner pursuant to article thirteen of this chapter.
J. Alllount. The president shall make academic year awards in amounts
provided in this subdivision. The academic year award shall be up to one
thousand dollars, provided however, thHt if family income of the applicant exceeds an amount established by the regents and approved by the
director of the division of the budget for an economically disadvantaged
applicant. the award shall be reduced by the amount of one dollar for
each four dollars. or part thereof, of the excess, provided, howeverl
that in no event shall the award be less than five hundred dollars, and
no award shall exceed the actual costs of attendance. Costs of attendance shall include tuition, required fees, laboratory and other instruction related expenses, transportation, room and board.
S 3. Section sixty-~ine hundred nine of such law is amended by adding
a new subdivision four to read as follows:
4. (a) Health services which may be performed by a registered professional nurse, in collaboration with a licensed physician, may include
diagnosis of illness and performance of therapeutic and corrective
aeasures. Prescriptions fo:r drugs, devices and immunizing agents may be
issued by a registered professional nurse in collabor-a:tion with a
licensed physician in accordance with a mutual practice agreement.
(b) Only nurses who shall have satisfactorily completed educational
preparation for these health services in a nursing program gpproved by
the department for these purposes or in a program determined.by the
department to be equivalent may exercise the powers specified in ,paragraph (a) of this subdivision.
(c) Nothing in this subdivision shall be deemed to limit:the practice
of the profession of nursing as a registered professional nurse pursuant
to article one hundred thirty-nine of this chapter or to deny any registered professional nurse the right to do any act now authorized by that
article.
S 4. Subdivision two of section six hundred five of such law, as
aended by chapter sixty-three of the laws of nineteen hundred seventyseven, is amended to read as follows:
2. Regents professional education in nursing scholarships. Regents
professional education in nursing scholarships shall be awarded on the
sue basis as regents college scholarships to students completing their
high school programs for attendance in programs for the training of registered professional nurses at colleges or schools approved by the
regents. Eight hundred suclt scholarships shall be awarded each year
prior to the_academic yea~ nin~teen hun~red eighty-seven--nineteea hundred e
t -e1 t. Commenc1 with the nllleteen hundred ei
.;. - -nineteen hundred ei ht -ei t academic
ear and annuall the·-four hund~ed such scholarships shall be awarded each year.
scholarships shall be allocated to each county in the state ill die same
ratio that the number of students residing in such county who ...,. graduated £rem approved high schools in the state during the ~ l year
preceding the date of the exuination for che award of such scholarships
bears to the total number of students residing in the state who were
gradaated frc:. approved high schools in the state during such school
year, provided, that no county shall be allocated fewer than four
a
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scholarships, except that Fulton and Hllllliltan counties shall each be al•
located no fewer than two scholarships; provided, however, that prior to
the nineteen hundred eighty-seven--nineteen hundred eighty-eight
academic year, no county shall be allocated fewer scholarships than such
county received during the year nineteen hundred seventy-two--nineteeo
hundred seventy-three. Ccmencing with the nineteen hUDdred eightyeight--nineteen hundred eighty-nine academic year, no connty shall be
allocated less than fifty per centum of the scholarships that such
county received during the year nineteen hundred seventy-two--nineteen
hundred seventy-three.
§ S. Subdivision one of section six hundred seventy-one of such law,
as added by chapter nine hundred forty-two of the laws of nineteen hundred seventy-four, is amended to read as follows:
· L
Number and certification. Eight hundred regents professional education in nursing scholarships shall be awarded each year prior to the
academic year nineteen hundred eighty-seven--nineteen hundred eightyeight. Commencing with the nineteen hundred eighty-seven--nineteen hundred eighty-eight academic year and annually thereafter, four hundred
such scholarships·shall be awarded each year. Such scholarships shall
be allocated as provided in article thirteen to eligible students as
certified to the president by the COC1111issioner.
§ 6. This act shall take effect on the first day of January nezt succeeding the date on which it shall have become a law; provided, however,
that the provisions of subdivision thirteen of section six hundred five
of the education law as added by section one of this act and the provisions of section six hundred seventy-nine-b of the education law as
added by section two of this act shall be deemed repealed on June thirtieth, nineteen hundred ninety-one; and provided further that, the
amendments made to subdivision two of section six hundred five of the
education law, and subdivision one of section six hundred seventy-one of
the education law, by sections five and six of this act respectively,
shall expire and be of no further force and effect on June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred ninety-one and the provisions of such subdivisions
shall revert to and be read as set out in law on the date immediately
preceding the effective date of sections five and six of this act and
further provided that the commissioner of education shall take such
steps prior to the effective date of this act as are necessary for the
implementation of this act on such effective date.
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STA~E OF NEW YORK
S. 8340--A

A. 10845--A

SENATE-ASSEMBLY
March 31, 1986

IN SENATE -- Introduced by Sens. LAVALLE, LOMBARDI, HARCHI -- read twice
and ordered printed, and when printed to be c0111111itted to the Committee
on Higher Education -- reported favorably from said committee and c0111mitted to the Committee on Finance
committee discharged, bill
amended, ordered reprinted as amended and recommitted to said COlllllit·
tee
IN ASSEMBLY -- Introduced by COMMITTEE ON RULES -- (at
A. Eve, Siegel, Serrano, Tallon, Green) -- read once
the Committee on Higher Education
committee
amended, ordered reprinted as amended and rec0111Ditted
tee

request of H. of
and referred to
discharged, bill
to said commit-
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ACT to amend the education law, in relation to certain financial
awards for education and to amend chapter thirty-one of the laws of
nineteen hundred eighty-five amending the education law relating to
regents scholarships in certain professions, in relation to clarifying
the sunset provision relating thereto

The People of the State of New York, represented in Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows:
'

···Ii .

1
Section 1. Subparagraph three of paragraph a of subdivision eleven of
2 section six hundred five of the education law, as added by chapter
3 ~hirty-one of the laws of nineteen hundred eighty-five, is -ended to
4 read as follows:
S
(3) Third, to any applicant who is enrolled in or is a graduate of the
6 state-sponsored opportunity program pursuant to section sixty-four bun·
7 dred fifty-one or sixty-four hundred fifty-two of this chapter.
8
§ 2. Subdivision two of section six hundred seventy-eight of such law.
9 as added by chapter thirty-one of the laws of nineteen hundred eighty•
10 five. is aaended to read as follows:
11
2. Duration. Such scholarship shall entitle the recipient to an award
12 for not 1110re [that] than four academic years while matriculated in ·an
EXPLANATION·•Hatter in italics (underscored) is new; matter in bracket••
I J is old law to be omitted.
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1

approved program,

2
as

3
S 3. Section seventeen of chapter thirty-one of the laws of nineteen
4 hundred eighty-five, amending the education law relating to regents
5 scholarships in certain professions, is amended to read as follows:
6
§ 17. This act shall take effect immediately; provided, however, that
7 the scholarship and loan forgiveness programs established pursuant to
8 the provisions of this act shall terminate [in an annual scaled manner
9 four years after such effective da·te) upon the grant~ of i;uch awards
10 for the nineteen hundred eighty-eight;--nineteen hundred eighty-nine
11 school year.
12
§ 4. Subdivision seven of section sixty-four hundred fifty-four of the
13 education law, as added by chapter thirty-one of the Jaws of nineteen
14 hundred eighty-five, is amended to read as follows:
15
7. No grant pursuant to this section shall exceed one hundred thousand
16 dollars to any eligible applicant in a single state fiscal year unless
17 the eligible applicant is a consortium comprised of two or more i n ~
18 tions of post-secondary education.
19
§ 5. Such law is amended by adding a new section sixty-four hundred
20 fifty-five to read as follows:
21
§ 6455. Collegiate science and technology entry program. 1. General
22 requirements. The coDBDissioner shall award grants to degree-granting in23 stitutions in New York or to consortia of such institutions to be used
24 for the purpose of increasing access by minority or disadvantaged stu25 dents to academic programs that have been registered by the commissioner
26 and that prepare students either for licensure in the professions or for
27 employment in scientific and technical fields.
28
2. Undergraduate programs. (a) Undergraduate science and technology
29 entry program moneys may be used for tutoring, counseling, remedial and
30 special swnmer courses, supplemental financial assistance, program ad31 ministration, and other activities which the commissioner may deem
32 appropriate. to be eligible for undergraduate collegiate science and
33 t~chnology entry program support, a student must be a resident of New,
34 York who is either economically disadvantaged or from a minority group
3S historically underrepresented in the scientific, technical, health and
36 health-related professions, and who demonstrates interest in and a
37 potential for a professional career if provided special services. Eligi38 ble students must be in good academic standing, enrolled full time in -an
39 approved, undergraduate level program of study, as defined by the
40 regents.
·
41
(b) Applications for funding shall be submitted by eligible institu42 tions to the department in accordance with requirements established by
43 the c0a111issioner. Priority consideration shall be given to institutions
44 which coordinate their efforts to increase minority access with similar
45 activities for programs at the secondary level in ~ccordance with this
46 section. Grants shall be awarded based on criteria established by the
47 canmissioner.
48
3. Graduate programs. (a) Graduate science and technology entry pro49 gram moneys may be used for recruitment, academic enrichment, career
50 planning, supplemental financial assistance, review for licensing exami51 nations, program administration, and c>a:her activities which the commis52 sioner may deem appropriate. To be eligible for graduate collegiate
53 science and technology entry program support, a student must be a resi54 dent of New York who is either economically disadvantaged or from a
55 minority group historically underrepresented in the scientific, techni-
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defined· by the commissioner pursuant to article

2 thirteen of th!s chapter.
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cal and health-related professions. Eligible students must be in good
academic standing. enrolled full ti.Ille in an approved graduate level program. as defined by th9 regents.
(b) Applications for funding shall be made by eligible institutions in
accordance with reguir-ents established by the ccaaissioner. Grants
shall be awarded based on criteria e5tablished by the commissioner.
Priority consideration shall be given to institutions which coordinate
their efforts to increase minority access with similar activities at the
undergraduate level.
4. Reporting requirements. Institutions participating in the science
and tecnnology entry program shall submit to the commissioner such
reports or other information as he shall require. The coamissioner shal!
prepare for the board of regents an annual report of the activities of
institutions which receive state funds pursuant to this section concerning, but not limited to, the effectiveness of the progrw, the nU111bers
of students served, and future plans.
§ 6. This act shall take effect immediately; provided, however, that
the collegiate science and-technology entry program established pursuant
to the provisions of section five of this act shall terminate upon the
granting of such awards for the nineteen hundred eighty-nine--nineteen
hundred ninety school year.
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STATE OF NEW Yoiw- 89

IN ASSEMBLY
June 14, 1984
Introduced by COMMITTEE ON RULES -- (at request of M. of A. Eve, Siegel,
Serrano, Tallon, Green, Marshall, Daniels, Boyland·, Davis, Del Toro,
Diaz, Farrell, Gantt, Greene, Griffith, Jenkins, Murtaugh, Norman,
Patton, Rivera, Robles, Vann, Waldon, Lipschutz, E. C. Sullivan,
Cooke) -- read once and referred to the Committee on Higher Education
-- reported and referred to the Committee on Ways and Means -- committee discharged, bill amended, ordered reprinted as amended and recommitted to said committee
AN

ACT to amend the education law, chapter five hundred seventy-six of
the laws of nineteen hundred seventy-five, relating to providing opportunities to study medicine, and the executLve law, in relation to
regents scholarships in medicine or dentistry ond making appropriations therefor

The People of the State of New York, represented in Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
lS
,16

Section 1. Statement of legislative findings and purpose. The legislature hereby finds and declares that individuals from certain minority
groups, primarily Blacks, Hispanics, and native Americans, have historically been severely underrepresented in the licensed professions and in
scientific, technical and health-related fields and that, in fact,
minority enrollment in certain professional education programs in this
state has actually declined in recent years from previous levels.
The legislature finds that minority underrepresentation in medical
schools is particularly disturbing insofar as there is compelling evidence indicating that minority medical school graduates are much more
likely to serve in neighborhoods that have suffered from a lack of access to quality health care.
The legislature finds that substantial evidence exists to demonstrate
that there are key points in the process of education at which a
student's level of success determines future performance. Students who
do not receive adequate attention may be blocked at these key points,
17 resulting in a loss of opportunity to acqieve their full potential.
18
The legislature finds that substantial evidence exists to demonstrate
19 that the high cost of medical education poses a significant obstacle to
20 qualified minority and other disadvantaged students who often decide,
EXPLA.~ATION--Matter in italics (underscored) is new; matter in brackets
[ ] is old law to be omitted.
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early_~tbeir educational careers, to pursue
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different,

less

coS t ly

the legislature finds and declares it to be _a proper measure
4 ~. in fulfillment of the provisions of the state constitution to encourage
5 t.he recruitment, enrollment, and retention of minorities in medical and
6 other professional education programs and that the st ate h~s a compell·
7 ing interest in eradicating the present effecu of past discrimination.
8
The purpt'Se of this legislation is, therefore, to expand the opport~9 nities for minority and disadvantaged students to pursue careers l.Il
10 medicine and other professions by:
.
.
.
11
(a) supporting efforts to identify qualified mwority and disadvan12 taged secondary school students and prepare them ~or entry into _postse13 condary degree programs in scientific, techm.cal and health related
14 fields;
.
d d. d
d
15
(b) establishing scholarships to assist minority an
isa vantage
16 students in pursuing medical education; and
.
17
(c) providing an administrative capacity at the ~tate lev~l to improve
18 and strengthen public and private efforts towards impleIDenting the pu19 blic policies of the state as expressed herein.
.
20
§ 2. Subdivision three of section six hundred five of the education
21 law, as amended by chapter eight hundred forty-four of the laws of
22 nineteen hundred sev~nty-five, is amended to read as follows:
23
3.
Regents
professional
education_
med~c-?1e or dent~stry
24 scholarships. Regents professional education in med:c:11e or. dentistry
25 scholarships shall be awarded annually, on a competitive basis, to stu26 dents beginning professional study in medicine or dentistry. [One
27 hundred] Seventy such scholarships shall be awarded annually, and shall
28 be classified and allocated in accordance with regents rules.
29
§ 3. Subdivision four of section six hundred five of such law, as
30 amended by chapter eight hundred forty-four of the laws of nineteen hun31 dred seventy-five, paragraph b as amended, paragraph c as added and
32 paragraph d as reletter~ by chapter three hundred ten of the laws of
33 nineteen hundred eighty-one and paragraph e as added by chapter six hun34 dred seventy-four of the lai.s of nineteen hundred eighty-three, is
35 amended to read as follows:
36
4. Regents physician shortage scholarships. Any inconsistent provision
37 of this section notwithstanding. the provisions of this subdivision
38 shall only apply to auv recipient who receives his first award payment
39 prior to the nineteen hundred eighty-five--nineteen hundred eighty-six
40 academic vear. At least thirty percent of the regents professional edu41 cation in medicine or dentistry scholarships awarded each yeai: shall be
42 awarded to students beginning or engaged in the professional study in
43 medicine who agree to practice medicine upon completion of their profes44 sional training in an area in New York state designated as having a
45 shortage of physicians, provided, ha-Jever, that to the extent that
46 regents physician shortage scholarships are not awarded, such scholar47 ships shall be awarded as regents professional education in medicine and
48 dentistry scholarships.
49
a. In selecting and certifying scholarship recipients under this sec·
50 tion, priority shall be accorded to applicants in the following order:
51
(1) first, to any applicant who (1) has a family income of six
52 thousand dollars or less and (2) resides in an area designated as having
53 a shortage of physicians pursuant to paragraph c of this subdivision;
54
(2) second, to any applicant who has a family income of six thousand
S5 dollars or less;

L

3

.

38

third, to any applicant who (1) has a family income of ten
thousand dollars or less and (2) resides in an area designated as having
a shortage of physicans pursuant to paragraph c of this subdivision;
(4) fourth, to any applicant who has a family income of ten thousand
dollars or less;
(5) fifth, to any other applicant.
b. With respect to recipients who have received award payments prior
to the nineteen hundred eighty•two--nineteen hundred
eighty-three
academic year, lwith] within such time as the COIDlllissione~ shall by regulation provide, a recipient of an award shall have practiced medicine
in an area designated as having a shortage of physicians pursuant to
paragraph d of this subdivision for that number of months calculated by
multiplying by nine the number of annual awards he received. If a recipient fails to comply fully with such condition, the {president] state
shall be entitled to recover from such recipien't an amowit which bears
the same ratio to (a) the aggregate of the amount of the awards received
as (b) the number of months the recipient failed to comply with this
condition bears to the number of months he was obligated to comply with
this condition, together with interest at seven percent per annum computed from the date on which he completed his professional training
and/or active military service. A recipient shall not be required to
comply with the provisions of this paragraph unless he shall have
received a medical degree and any obligation to comply with such provisions shall be cancelled upon his death. The regents shall make regulations to provide for the waiver or suspension of any financial obligation where compliance would involve extreme hardship.
c. The requirements of this paragraph shall apply to any recipient who
receives his or her first award payment commencing with the nineteen
hundred eighty-two--nineteen hundred eighty-three academic year or subsequently, and the requirements of pa~agraph ((b)J b of this subdivision..
shall not apply to·such recipients. Within such time as the co11?1I1issioner
shall by regulation provide, a recipient of an award shall have prac•
ticed medicine in an area designated as having a shortage of physicians
pursuant,to paragraph ((d)]
of· this subdivision for that number of
months calculated by multiplying by nine the number of annual awards
received by the recipient. If a recipient fails to comply fully with
such condition. the [president] state shall be entitled to recover from
such recipient an amount determined by the formula:

39

A= 2B (t-s)

1

2
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24
25
26
27
28
29

30
31
32

33
34
35
36
37

40
41

(3)

t

42 in which "A" is the amount the [president] state is entitled to recover·
43 "B" is the sum of all awards paid to the recipient and the interest o~
44

45
46
47

48
49
SO
51

52
53

such amount which would be payable if at the times such awards were paid
they were loans bearing interest at the maximum prevailing rate; "t" is
the total number pf months in the recipient's period of obligated services; and "s" is the number of months of service actually rendered by
the recipient. Any amount which the [president) state is entitled to
recover under this paragraph shall be paid within the one year period
beginning on the date that the recipient failed to comply with this
condition. A recipient shall not be required to comply with the provisions of this paragraph unless he or she shall have received a medical
degree and until he or she shall have completed his or her professional
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• m1•1·tary
service • or both. Any obligation
to ·comply
1.
b
·
1 tra •n1.·ng or active
h 11 be cancelled upon the death of t e recipient.
2 with such prov1s1.ons s a
.
f
h
·
• ·
h 11
k
regulations to provide or t e waiver or
3 The commissioner
s a
ma e
li
would invol
4 suspension of any financial obligation where comp ance
ve
5 extreme hardship.
h
• •
r of health,
d
The regents
after consultation with t e co1111D1.ssione
6
7 shail designate th~se areas of New York state which have a ~hortage of
8 physicians for the purposes of this subdivision an~, should it be neces9 sary in selecting among the applicants, may establish relative rankings
10 of those areas.
e. A recipient of an award shall report annually to the New ~ork state
11
higher
education services corporation, on forms prescrib:d.by ~t, as to
12
13 the performance of the required services or the r~cipient s current
14 status, cormnencing the calendar year following graduation from medical
15 school and continuing until the recipient shall have completed, or it is
16 determined be or she shall not be obligated to complete, the required
17 services. The corporation may also require recipient to file a report on
18 his or her current status prior to graduation during any ca~endar year
19 in which an application for an additional award is not £71e~- If.the
20 recipient shall fail to file any report required hereunder within thirty
21 days of written notice to the recipient, mailed to he address shown ~n
22 the last application for an awcrd or last rep~rt filed! whichever is
23 later, the president of the corporation may im~ose a_fine of u~ to one
24 thousand dollars. The president shall have the discretion to waive the
25 filing of a report, excuse a delay in filing, or a failure to file a
26 report, or waive or reduce any fine imposed for good cause sho~.
§ 4. Section six hundred five of such law is amended by adding a new
27
28 subdivision four-a to read as follows:
4-a. New York state special opportunity scholarships. Commencing with
29
30 the nineteen hundred eighty-five--nineteen hundred eighty-six academic
31 year, sixty scholarships shall be.award~d_to students who are beg~nning
32 or engaged in an approved program in medicine and who are economically
33 disadvantaged and/or members of an underrepresented minority group. In
34 selecting and certifying scholarship recipients under this subdivision,
35 priority shall be accorded to applicants in the following order:
(1)
first, to any applicant who (i) is economically disadvantaged, as
36
37 defined by the regents; and (ii) is a graduate of the state-sponsored
38 opportunity programs pursuant to section sixty-four hundred fifty-one or
39 sixty-four hundred fifty-two of this chapter or a minority historically
40 underrepresented in the practice of medicine as defined by the regents
41 after consultation with the council on professional career opportunity
42 created by section nine hundred forty-one of the executive law;
(2) second, to any applicant who meets any one of the criteria in
43
44 paragraph one of this subdivision.
§ 5.
Subdivision one of section six hundred seventy-two of such law,
45
46 as added by chapter nine hundr~d forty·two of the laws of nineteen hun47 dred seventy-four, is amended to read as follows:
1. Number and certification. [One hundred} Seventy regents profes48
49 sional education in medicine or dentistry scholarships shall be awarded
50 each year. Such scholarships shall be allocated as provided in article
51 thirteen to eligible students as certified to the president by the
52 commissioner.
§ 6. Subdivision one of section six l,undred seventy-three of such law,
53
54 as amended by chapter eight hundred forty-four of the laws of nineteen
55 hundred seventy-five, is amended to read as follows:
4
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1. Number and certification. Any inconsistent provision of this section notwithstanding, the provisions of this section ·shall only apply to
any recipient who receives his first award payment prior to the nineteen
hundred eighty-five--nineteen hundred eighty-six academic year. At least
thirty percent of the total scholarships awarded each year under the
provisions of section six hundred seventy-two shall be awarded to eligible students certified to the president by the commissioner.
§ 7. Such law is amended by adding a new section six hundred seventyseven to read as follows:
§ 677. New York state special opportunity scholarships. 1. Number and
certification. Commencing with the nineteen hundred
eighty-five-nineteen hundred eighty-six academic year, sixty scholarships awarded
each year under the provisions of subdivision four-a of section six hundred five of this chapter shall be awarded to eligible students certified to the president by the commissioner.
2. Duration. Each scholarship shall entitle the recipient to an award
for not more than four academic years while matriculated in an approved
program in medicine, as defined by the commissioner pursuant to article
thirteen of this chapter.
3. Amount. The president shall make academic year awards in amounts
provided in this subdivision. The academic year award shall be twelve
thousand dollars, but if the family income of the applicant exceeds an
amount established by the regents and approved by the director of the
budget for an economically disadvantaged applicant, the award shall be
reduced by the amount of one dollar for each four dollars, or part
thereof, of the excess, provided, however, that in no event shall the
award be less than one thousand dollars, and no award shall exceed the
actual cost of medical school tuition.
4. Service obligation. (a) Within such time as the commissioner shall
by regulation provide, a recipient of an award shall have practiced
medicine in an area designated as having a shortage of physicians pursuant to paragraph (b) of this subdivision for that number of months
calculated by multiplying by nine the number of annual awards received
by the recipient. If a recipient fails to comply fully with such condition, the state shall be entitled to recove4 from such recipient an
amount determined by the formula:

= 2B (t-s)

in which "A" is the amount the state is entitled to recover; "B" is the
sum of all awards paid to the recipient and the interest on such amount
which would be payab~.e if at the times such awards were paid they were
loans bearing interest at the maximum prevailing rate i "t'ris the total
number of months in the recipient's period of obligated services; and
"s" is the number of months of service actually rendered by t;he
recipient. A:ly amount which the state is entitled to recover under this
paragraph shall be paid within the one year period beginning on the date
that the recipient failed to comply with this condition. A recipient
shall not be required to comply with the provisions of this paragraph
unless he or she shall have received a medical degree and until he or
she shall have completed his or her professional training, or active
military service, or both. Any obligation to comply with such provisions
shall be cancelled upon the death of the recipient. The connissioner
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A= 2.B (36-s)
36

4 in which nA'1 is the amount the [c0111Dissioner} state is entitled to
5 recover; 11:S 11 is the sum of all payments ms.de pursuant to this section on
6 behalf of the individual and the interest on such amount which would be
7 payable if at the times such' payuients were made they were loans bearing
8 interest at the maximum legal prevailing rate; "36" is the period of
9 obligated service in months, and "s" is the number of mon.ths of service
10 actually rendered in fulfillment of the agr_eement. Reimbursements pur11 suant to this formula shall be. made to the [commissioner] state within
12 the one year period beginning en the date cf the breach of the written
13 agreement. Every agreement entered into after the effective date of ~his
14 section shall contain a clause whereby the applicant consents to the
15 exercise of jurisdiction over this cause of action by the courts of New
16 York state and the execution of a judgment rendered by New York courts
17 in any jurisdiction. The commissioner of education, in his discretion,
18 may waive the requirement of reimbursement upon a showing by the indiv19 idua! of a hardship satisfactory to the commissioner.
20
§ 9. The executive law is am.:.nded by adding a new article forty-four
21 to read as follows:

22

ARTICLE 44

23
COUNCIL ON PROFESSIONAL CAREER OPPORTUNITY
24 .Section 940. Definitions.
25
941. Council on professional career opportunity.
26
942. Powers and duties of the council.
27
943. Utilization of other agency assistance.
28
§ 940. Definitions. As used in this article:
29
1. "Professional field" shall mean a profession licensed by the
30 regents.
31
2. "Professional education -pro,gram11 shall mean an approved postsecon32 dary program leading to a degree in a field licensed by the regents.
33
3. 11Minority 11 shall mean a· resident of New York state or a permanent
34 resident alien residing in New York state who is a member of a group
35 historically underrepresented in the scientific, technical, health, and
36 health-related professions as defined by the regents after consultation
37 with the council.
38
4. 11Counciln shall mean the council on professional opportunity.
39
§ 941. Council on professional career opportunity. l. There is hereby
40 created within the executive department a council on professional career
41 opportunity consisting of eleven members as follows: the commissioner of
42 education, the commissioner of health, the chancellor of the state
43 university of New York. the chancellor of the city university of New
44 York, and the president of the higher education services corporation or
45 their designees under written designation; and six additional members to
46 be appointed by the governor I including two members appointed upon the
47 recommendation of the temporary president of the senate and two members
48 appointed upon the recommendation of the speaker of the assembly.
The
49 council shall include at least one representative of an independent in50 stitution of higher education. Due consideration shall be given to the
51 apPOintment of members recognized for their expertise in the fields of
52 education and. minority group issuas. The governor shall designate one
53 of the appointive members as chairperson to serve as such at the pleas•
54 ure of the governor.
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§ 943. Utilization of other agency assistance. To effectuate the purposes of this article, any department, division, board, bureau, commission or agency of the state or of anv political subdivision thereof
shall, at the request of t:he council, provide to the council such facilities, assistance and data as will enable the council properly to carry
out its powers and duties.
§ 10. The education law is amended by adding two new sections six
thousand four hundred fifty-four and six thousand five hundred seven-a
to read as follows:
§ 6454.
Science and technology entry program. 1. As used in this
section:
a. "Council" means the council on professional career opportunity
created pursuant to article forty-four of the executive law;
b. "Eligible students" shall mean secondary school st:udents who are
either economically disadvantaged or minorities historically underrepresented in the scientific. technical, health, and health-related professions as defined by the regents after consultation with the council ;and
c. "Eligible applicant:" shall mean an institution of postsecondary
education or a consortia of such institutions.
2. The commissioner shall, after consultation with of the council,
award grants to eligible applicants to support programs operated in conjunction with secondary schools to increase access by eligible studen~s
to postsecondary degree programs which prepare such students for entry
into professional study in scientific, technical, and health-related
fields. To the fullest extent practicable the commissioner and the
council shall ensure that grants are awarded to eligible applicants in a
diversity of regions of the state.
3. Grant applications submitted by eligible applicants shall outline a
plan of ins1:ruction and curriculum-related activities and services to
improve the educational perfor·mance of eligible st:udents to ensure 1:hat
such students can pursue professional or pre-professional study in
scientific, technical, or health-related fields. Such plans may provide
for contracting by the eligible applicant with not-for-profit community
based educational organizations for the provision of activities and services outlined in the plan. Such plans shall include quantifiable measures t:o assess the effectiveness of the instruction, activities and services in promoting the purposes of the science and technology entry
program.
Such measures shall include, but not be limited to: (a) the
persistence rate of participating students in selecting and completing
mathematics and science courses in an academic track in their subsequent
years in high school; (b) the college place~ent rate of _part~cip~t~!!&
student:s in professional or pre-professional programs in sc1entif1c,
techr.ical, or health-related fields.
4. Eligible applicants receiving grants pursuant to this section shall
provide a program of instruction and curriculum-related activities and
services to improve the educational performance of eligible students to
ensure that such students can pursue professional or pre-professional
study in a scientific, technical, or health-related field. The curricula of these programs shall, 1:0 the extent practicable, emphasize the
concrete
aspects
of the scienti~ic, technical or health-rel~ted
discipline as it relates to a pro:e~s1onal c~reer, tbrou~h_laboratories,
relevant work experience opportunities, or similar activities. In addition to specialized instruction, programs funded_pursuant to this section shall provide participating students with personal, career and
financial aid counseling to ensure that such students are fully aware of
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1 the opportunities and necessary preparations for professional careers in
2 scientific, technical, or health-related fields.
5. Grants shall be awarded to eligible applicants based upon criteria
3
4 established by the commissioner after consultation with the council, in5 cluding. but not limited to, the following:
a. an established record of conducting effective collaborative educa6
7 tional programs wi~h neighborin& secondary schools;
b. the ability and willingness to cooperate with other postsecondary
8
9 institutions in operating a program funded pursuant to this section;
c. the capacity to secure or provide additional support in amounts
10
11 equal to at least twenty-five percent of the grant sought under this
12 section through private and other governmental sources and through in13 kind services;
d. a location within a school district with an enrollment comprised of
14
15 at least thirty-five percent minority group students or a location near
16 such a district that is accessible by public transportation.
17
6. To be selected to participate in a program funded pursuant to this
18 section, an eligible student must exhibit the potential for college
19 level study if provided with special services, as indicated by academic
20 record, test scores, attendance record, personal references, and other
21 measures deemed appropriate by the commissioner.
7. No grant pursuant to this section shall exceed one hundred thousand
22
23 dollars to any eligible applicant in a single state fiscal year.
24
8. The commissioner is authorized to require eligible applicants
25 receiving funds pursuant to this section to report periodically upon:
26
a. the objectives of the applicant's program;
27
b. the curricula and the activities and services offered by the pro28 gram;
29
c. the sources of support and the expenditures of the programj
30
d. the background and progress of students selected to participate in
31 the program;
32
e. the performance of the program in meeting the evaluation standards
33 established pursuant to this section; and
34
f. other matters the commissioner deems appropriate.
35
9. The commissioner shall report annually on or before February fif36 teenth upon the programs receiving funds pursuant to this section, and
37 upon the costs and effectiveness of those programs.
38
§ 6507-a. Division of professional career opportunity. 1. There is
39 hereby created within the educaUon department a division of profes·
40 sional career opportunity. The head of this office shall be a director
41 who shall be BpPOinted by the commissioner of education and- shall hold
42 office at the pleasure of the commissioner. The commissioner of educa43 tion shall aPl:'°int such officers, employees, agents, consultants, and
44 special coll!D1ttees as deemed necessary to carry out the provisions of
45 this chapter.
_
46
The division of professional career opportunity shal-I have the fol47 low1!!8 powers and duties:
48
a. to conduct, encourage, and assist throughout the state research and
49 studies relating to equal opportunity and affirmative action in the
so licensed professions i
·
SI
b. to collect an~ an&lyze ~ata concerning minority representation in
52 the licensed professions and in professional education
and
programs
53 professional education facultiesj
54
c. to provide support and technical assistance to public and indepen5S dent institutions of higher education offering professional education
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programs in identifying, recruiting, serving, and retaining qualified
minority and economically disadvantaged students as well as to student
and community organizations active in promoting the development of
professional career opportunities for such students;
d. to promote the dissemination of information on opportunities in
professional educa.tion programs and the necessary preparation for entry
into those programs to minority and economically disadvantaged students
through the publication and distribution of informational materials and
by conducting or assisting the presentation of conferences, workshops,
and seminars; and
e. to administer grants and contracts within amounts appropriated
therefor, for programs to promote access to professional careers and
professional education programs on the part of minority and economically
disadvantaged persons.
§ 11. The sum of one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000) or so much
thereof as may be necessary, is hereby appropriated out of any moneys in
the general fund to the credit of the state purposes account, not other·
wise appropriated, to the council on professional career opportunity
created in section nine of this act, for the expenses of such council in
carrying out its powers and duties. Such sum shall be payable on the
audit and warrant of the comptroller on vouchers certified or approved
by the chairperson of such council.
§ 12. The sum of three hundred thousand dollars {$300,000) or so much
thereof as may be necessary, is hereby appropriated out of any moneys in
the general fund to the credit of the state purposes account, not other~ise appropriated, to the division of professional career opportunity
created in section ten of this act, for the expenses of such division in
carrying out its powers and duties. Such sum shall be payable on the
audit and warrant of the comptroller on vouchers certified or approved
by the director of such division.
§ 13, The sum of five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000) or so much
thereof as may be necessary, is hereby appropriated out of any moneys in
the general fund to the credit of the state purposes account, not otherwise appropriated, to the education department for the expenses of the
science and technology entry program. Such sum shall be payable on the
audit and warrant of the comptroller on vouchers certified or approved
by the education commissioner.
§ 14. This act shall take effect immediately.
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STATE OF NEW YORK

II

11211--c

R.R. 790

IN ASSEMBLY
May 15, 1986

.Introduced by COMMITI'EE ON RULES -- (at request of H. of A. Eve, Tallon,
Siegel, Norman, Marshall, Walsh, Murtaugh, Green, Nadler) -- read once
and referred to the Committee on Higher Education -- reported and
referred to the Committee on Ways and Means -- committee discharged,
bill amended, ordered r~printed as amended and recommitted to said
committee -- reported and referred to the Committee on Rules -- Rules
Committee discharged,. bill amended, ordered reprinted as amended and
recommitted to the Committee on Rules -- amended on the special order
of third reading, ordered reprinted as amended, retaining its place on
the special order :of third reading
·
AN ACT to amend the education law, in relation to professional nursing
opportunity scholarships and nurse practitioners and providing for the
repeal of certain provisions relating thereto upon the expiration of
suc;h provisions

.,,.

The People of the State of New York. represented in Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows:
1
Section 1. Section six hundred five of the education 'law is amended by
2 adding a new subdivision thirteen to read as follows:
3
13. Regents professional nursing opportunity scholarships. Regents
4 professional nursing opportunity scholarships shall be awarded annually
S to students who are residents of New York state and who are beginning or
6 engaged in an approved course of study in this state leading to regis•
7 tration as a professional nurse, but not exceeding the normal period of
8 atudy required to complete the reguirements for the program, as such ap•
9 proved courses and normal periods of study are defined by the
10 comissioner. Such scholarships shall be classified and allocated in ac•
11 cordance with regents rules, provided that:
12
a. Scholarship recipients shall be selected and certified in the fol•
13 lowiy order of priority:
14
(1) Applicants who reside in a medically underserved area, as desig•
lS nated by the regents in consultation with the commissioner of health;
EXPLANATION••Matter in italics (underscored) is new; matter in brackets
[ ] is old law to be omitted.
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(2) Applicants who are economically disadvantaged, which for the pur•
poses of this subdivision shall mean applicants whc meet or would 0ther•
wise meet the entrance requirements of opportunity programs.pursuant to
section sixty-four liundred fifty-one or sixty-four hundred hftY·two of
this chapter·
l
hi
d d d
b
At least one-third of the recipients of scho ars ps aware un er
thi~ subdivision shall be residents of rural areas, as such areas shall
be determined by the regents, and at least one•third shal,l be mem~ers of
a minority group. For the purposes of this subdivision, minority means
resident of New York who is black, hispanic, or native american. _The
8
comu,issioner shall make every effort to assure the principles of eguita•
ble distribution throughout the state are assured in awarding scholar•
ships under this subdivision.
.
c. No applicant who receives a scholarship under this subdivision
shall be eligible to also receive support through 9Pe~ial programs
authorized under section sixty-four hundred fifty-one or sixt~•four h~dred fifty•two of this chapter; provided, ~owever that nothing herem
shall prevent an applicant from applying_ for such supPort 1 or for
scholarships under this subdivision, and nothing herein shall be deemed
to require that the recipient of such support or such scholarship cannot
reapply for such alternate support or scholarship, as the case may be,
in a subsequent year. The commissioner shall take such_steps as are
necessary to notify institutions participating _in special programs
provided pursuant to section sLtty·four hundred fifty-one or sixty-four
hundred fifty-two of this chapter of the regents professional nur~ing
opportunity scholarships and of their availability to students who might
otherwise be eligible for support under such programs.
d. In the event that there are more applicants who have the same prio•
rity than there are remaining scholarships, the commissioner shall dis·
tribute the remaining number of such scholarships by means of a lottery
or other form of random selection.
e. The commissioner shall forward approved applications to the president and shall notify unsuccessful applicants.
f. The president shall notify applicants of their award entitlement.
g. The president shall, in consultation with the commissioner, develop
and secure from each successful applicant a written agreement to prac·
tice nursing in a public or other hospital, certified home health
agency, health maintenance organization or other health care facility
located in a designated medically underserved area or serving a
disproportionate number of low-income patients. The regents, in consultation with the commissioner of health, shall designate medically un•
derserved areas and those facilities, agencies, entities and ~nst~
tions serving a disproportionate number of low-income patients. Wi~hin
such time as the commissioner shall by regulation provide, a recipient
of an award shall have practiced nursing in a facility, agency. entity
or institution located in a designated medically under~erved area or
serving a disproportionate number of low-income patients for that number
of months calculated by multiplying by nine the number of annual
paflllents raceived by the recipient. In no case shall the total number of
months of service required be less than eighteen. If a recipient fails
to comply fully with such conditions, the president shall be entitled to
receive from such recipient an amount to be determined by the formula:
A= 28 (t-s}
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in which "A" is the amount the president is entitled to recover; "B" is
the s1.1111 of all payments made to the recipient and the interest on such
an,ount which would be payable if at the times such awards were paid they
were loans bearing interest at the maximum prevailing rate; "t" is the
total number of months in the recipient's period of obligated services;
and 11 s" is the number of months of service actually rendered by the
recipient. Any amount which the president is entitled to recover under
this paragraph shall be paid within the five•year period beginning on
the date that the recipient failed to comply with this service
condition. Nothing in the written agreement shall affect the terms of
employment of the individual who shall negotiate, separate and apart
from the program, his or her salary and other forms of empl0Yp1ent with
an agency, institution or a program in which he or she shall be
employed.
Any obligation to comply with such provisions as outlined in this section shall be cancelled upon the death of the recipient. The commia•
sioner shall ~eke regulations to provide for the waiver or suspension of
any financial obligation which would involve extreme hardship.
h. A recipient of an award shall report annually to the New York state
higher education services corporation, on forms prescribed by it, as to
the performance of the required services. If the recipient shall fail to
file any report required hereunder within thirty days of written notice
to the recipient, mailed to the address shown on the last application
for an award or last report filed 1 whichever is later, the president of
the corporation may impose a fine of up to one thousand dollars. The
president shall have the discretion to waive the filing of a report. excuse a'delay in filing or a failure to file a report, or waive or reduce
any fine imposed for good cause shown.
i. The commissioner shall submit a report to the governor, the temporary president of the senate, the speaker of the assembly, the
chairman of the senate finance committee and the chairman of the assembly ways and means committee concerning the implementation and progress
of, the regents professional nursing opportunity scholarship program es·
tablisbed pursuant to this subdivision. Such report shall include but
not be limited to the number of scholarships awarded, the amount of each
scholarship, the programs of nursing attended hy scholarship recipients.
aggregate statistics regarding the qualifications of applicants and
recipients, the location or proposed location of service by scholarship
recipients and recommendations for extension or modification of the program subsequent to its expiration date. Such report shall be completed
and transmitted no later than January thirty-first, nineteen hundred
~inety-one.
§ 2. Such law is amended by adding a new section six hundred seventynine-b to read as follows:
. § 679-b. Regents professional nursing opportunity scholarships. 1.
Number and certification. One hundred regents profes,ional nursing opportunity scholarships shall be awarded in the academic year nineteen
hundred eighty-seven--nineteen hundred eighty-eight. In the academic
year nineteen hundred eigbty-eight--nineteen hundred eighty-nine. two
hundred fifty of such scholarships shall be awarded. And in the academic
year nineteen hundred eighty-nine--nineteen hundred ninety. and annually
thereafter, four hundred such scholarships shall be awarded each year.
Such scholarships shall be allocated as provided in article thirteen of
this chapter to eligible students as certified to the president by the
commissioner.
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2. Duration. Such scholarship shall entitle the recipient to an_award
while enrolled in an approved course of s1:udy leading to registrat1?n as
a professional nurse, but not exceeding tho normal period of st~
required to ccaplete the requirements for the program, as s~ch_ apprdved
courses and Jf6nsal periods of study are defined by the comm1ss1.oner pur•
su.ant to article thirteen of this chapter.
3. Aiaount. The presiden~ shall oake academic year awards in amounts
provided in this subdivision. Toe academic year award shall be up to one
thousand dollars, provided ho,ever, that if family income of the applicant exceeds an lllllOunt established by the regents and approvad by the
director of the division of the budget for an economically disadvantaged
applicant, the award shall be reduced by the amount of one dollar for
each four dollars, or part thereof, of the excess, provided, however,
that in no event shall the avard be less than five hundred dollars, end
no award shall exceed the actual costs of attendance. Costs of attendance sha 11 include tuition I reg;uired fees I laboratory and other in·
stru.ction related expenses, 1:ransportation, room and board.
i 3. Section si.Jl:ty•;iine hundred nine of such law is amended by adding
a nw subdivision four to read as follows:
4. (a) Health services which may be performed by a registered profes•
sional nurse, in collaboration with a licensed physician, may include
diagnosis of illness and performance of therapeutic and corrective
M&Sures. Prescriptions for drugs, devices and immunizing agents may be
issued by a registered professional nurse in collaboration with a
licensed physician in accordance with a mutual practice agreement.
(b) Only nurses who shall have satisfactorily completed·educational
preparation for these health services in a nursing program apP~oved by
the department for these purposes or in a program de~ermined by the
departmait to be equivalent may exercise the powers specified in para•
graph (a) of this subdivision.
(c) Nothing in this subdivision shall be deemed to limit the practice
of the profession of nursing as a registered professional nurse pursuant
to article one hundred thirtv·nine of this chapter or to deny any registered professional nurse the right to do any act n(){,,' authorized hy that
article.
§ 4. Subdivision two of section six hundred five of such law. as
amended by chapter sixty-three of the laws of nineteen hundred seventy•
seven, is amended to read as follows:
2. Regents professional education in nursing scholarships. Regents
professional education in nursing scholarships shall be awarded on the
saae basis as regents college scholarships to stud~nts completing their
high school programs for attendance in programs for the training of reg•
istered professional nurses at colleges or schools approved by the
regents. Eight hundred such scholarships shall be awarded each year
prior to the academic ear nineteen hundred ei ht •seven--n~.:hun·
dred ei t -ei t. Commencin with the nineteen hundred e
-~-nineteen hundred eighty-eight academic year and annually the·
four hundred such scholarships shall be awarded each year.
scholarships shall be allocated to each county in the state in tbe same
ratio that the number of students residing in such county who were graduated from approved high schools in the state during the school year
preceding the date o! the examination for the award of such scholarships
bears to the total number of students residing in the stau who were
graduated f1'0CI approved high schools in the state during such school
year, provided, that no county shall be allocated fewer than four
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scholarships, except that Fulton and Hamilton counties shall each be allocated:no:fever than t~o scholarships; provided, however, that prior to
the nineteen hundred eighty•seven••nineteen hundred
eighty-eight
academic year, no county shall be allocated fewer scholarships than such
cow.ty received during the year nineteen hundred seventy-two--nineteen
hundred seventy-three. Commencing with the nineteen hundred eightyeight--nineteen hundred eighty-nine academic year, no county shall be
allocated less than fifty per centum of the scholarships that such
county received during the year nineteen hundred seventy-tvo--nineteen
hundred seventy-three.
§ S • Subdivision one of section six hundred seventy-one of such law,
as added by chapter nine hundred forty-two of the laws of nineteen hundred seventy-four, is amended to read as follows:
1. Number and certification. Eight hundred regents professional education in nursing scholarships shall be awarded each year prior to the
academic year nineteen hundred eighty-seven--nineteen hundred eighty•
eight. Commencing with the nineteen hundred eighty-seven--nineteen hundred eighty-eight academic year and annually thereafter, four hundred
such scholarships shall be awarded each year. Such scholarships shall
be allocated as provided in article thirteen to eligible students as
certified to the president by the c0111111issioner.
§ 6. This act shall take effect on the first day of January next succe&ding the date on which it shall have become a law; provided. however,
that the provisions of subdivision thirteen of section six hundred five
of the education law as added by se~tion one of this act and the provisions of section six hundred seventy•lline-b of the education law as added by section two of this act shall be deemed repealed on June thirtieth, n;i,neteen hundred ninety-one; and providad further that. the
amendments made to subdivision two of section si.JI: hundred five of tha
education law, and subdivision one of section six hundred seventy-one of
the education law, by sections five and six of this act respectively,
shall expire and be of no further force and effect on June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred ninety-one and the provisions of such subdivisions
shall revert to and be read as set out in law on the date immediately
preceding the effective date of sections five and six of this act and
further provided that the commissioner of educa~ion shall take such
steps prior to the effective date of this act as are necessary for the
implementation of this act on such effective date.
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SUMMARY OF MEETING OF REPRESENTATIVES OF
NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION, COALITION OF
NURSE. PRACTITIONERS AHD STATE BOARD FOR NURSING
January 11 • 1986

Ramada Inn
Albany, New York
The meeting began at approximately 9:00 AM.
ATTENDANCE

Cl\

Rev York State Wurses Association
Ellen M. Burns, President
Juanita K. Hunter, President-elect
William F. Greiner, Vice President and Chairman,·
Board Committee on Prescriptive Privileges for
Rurses
Maggie Jacobs, Secretary and Member of Board
Committee
Claire Murray, Director at Large and Member of
Board Committee
Martha L. Orr, E~ecutive Director
Jane Fielding, Deputy Director
Frances Feldsine, Director, Nursing Practice and
Services Program
Janet P. Mance, Director, Legislative Program
Madeline Laraia, Associate Di~ector, Nursing Practice
and Services Program
Wendy K. Burbank, Administrative Assistant to the
Executive Director
Coalition

or

Burse Practitioners

Sharon Bisner, President
Elaine Gslsman. Immediate Past President
Francesca Hartnett, President-elect
Mary Jean Thomas, Past President

State Board ~or Kursing

Carolee Fauth-Brooks, Chairman
Virginia o. Allen, Executive Secretary

Representatives of the Coalition of Nurse Practitioners stated

that the Coalition's positions have been and continue to be that
legislation authorizing advanced or "expanded• nursing practice
is necessary, and that nurses in advanced practice practicing in
cert a i n s et t i n_g s a re s eve re l y res t r i ct e d by t h e in a b i l i t y to

write prescrip~ions. Coalition members believe the prescripti7e
privilege is essential to tbe effective practice of nurses in
p!"imary care.
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Representatives or the New York State Nurses Association informed
others that at its meeting on January 9-10, 1986 the NYSNA Board
or Directors determined to support~
1)

granting ot prescriptive privileges under specified
condition:: to nurses who meet the qualifications
imposed by these conditions;

2)

development of a legislative approach
the prescriptive privilege.

to

granting

Association representatives emphasized the Association's
obli.gations to its membership to:
enact the Entry Proposal and
achieve the prescriptive privilege for nurses.
All representatives at the meeting concurred
·demonstration of unity in the nursing community
government officials and the public is essential
of any legislati.ve objectives in the profession's

that sustained
to legislators,
to achievement
interest.

Representatives of the .Association and the Coalition concurred
that nurses who are granted the prescriptive
1)

hold a minimum educational credential of a master's
degree in nursing;
;{.zt £? Y:_.:,_¢· ,:(·~. _

2)

hold and maintain appropriate certifica tiori! 9--?,,_ ;, __

3)

demonstrate participation in continuing education;

4)

be permitted to exercise the authority autonomously;

5}

be permitted to exercise the authority without
pharmacological restriction (necessity was especially
noted or abilities to prescribe contra lled substances,
devices and immunizing agents).

In addition. representatives of the organizations agreed that
nurses who meet appropriate alternative qualifications would be
granted the prescriptive privilege for a specified period of time
at the end of which educational and professional requirements
must be met; the alternative requirements established must be
very stringent and met without exception.
State Board for Nursing representatives stated granting the
prescriptive privilege to nurses is not at variance with State
Board position.
Representatives considered the following potential mechanisms for
implementation of the provision: (a) adding the provision to the
Association's entry proposal; (b) drafting and introducing a
se'parate bill.

'Representatives noted these cannot be easily measured or
identified: .

0

0

1)

receptivity ot the existing entry bill sponsors to tbis
element;

2)

impact on the progress or the Entry Prop.osal or thi3 or
any amendment to the Proposal;

3)

effect or either approach on achievement ot the
prescriptive privilege provision;

4)

implications tor both provisions o:t introducing in
close succession two separate amendments to the rturse
Practice Act.

:Representatives considered a possible philosophical presentation
of both Previsions to leg is la tors. re{)resenta ti ves of regulatory
agencies and others
identifying nursing education - both entry
level and advanced - ~s the dominant issue affecting the
profession.
Repr!sentatives agreed that. because prescriptive ability is
contingent upon the ability of the nurse to make appropriate
diagnoses of health problems. removal of the restrictive
definitions of ~diagnosis." 9 treat1ngn and •human responsesn from
the current Nurse Practice Act as well as removal of the clauses
in the_Act which refer to other health care providers vould be
essential to the ability to·. prescribe.
Bepresentatives ot each
group di!cussed the possil:>ility that the addition of a modi£1er
such as included but not limited to• to Section 6902 of the Act
which identifies services nurses may perform, might provide broad
authorization for prescriptive privilege.
It was agreed to
consult Robert Stone. State Education Department legal counsel,
for ~n informal opinion about whether or not this phrase might
provide sufficient authorization for both prescriptive privilege
and the diagnostic function necessary for exercise or the
privilege.
Representatives concurred on the appropriateness and desirability
of obtaining a preliminary opinion about statutory mechanisz and
language from Mr. Stone.
State Board representatives consented
to requesting a meeting of Association and Coalition
representatives with Mr. Stone in the very near future.

The meeting concluded at approximately 2:30 PM.
(Spmmary prepared by M!SNA)
MLO:WMB:?>
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SUMMARY OF MEETING OF REPRESENTATIVES OF
NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION, COALITION OF
NUBSE PRACTITIONERS AND STATE BOARD FOR NURSING

A
V

January 22., 1986

The Veronica M. Driscoll Center for Nursing
Guilderland, New York
The meeting began at approximately 9:00 AK.
ATTENDANCE
Rev York State Wurses Association
· Ellen M. Burns, President
Martha L. Orr, Executive Director
Jane Fielding, Deputy Director
Frances Feldsine, Director, Nursing Practice and
Services Program
Janet P. Mance, Director., Legislative Program
Wendy M. Burbank, Administrative Assistant to the
Executive Director
Coalition or Burse Practitioners

Sharon Bisner, President
Nancy McIntyre, Consultant

()

State Board ~or Bursing
Virginia o. Allen, Executive Secretary

Representatives of the Association, Coalition and State Board who
attended the January 17, 1986 meeting with Robert D. Stone, State
Education Department legal counsel 1 reported on that meeting.
Mr. Stone expressed no objection to possible addition to Section
6902 of the Act of the phrase ffincluded but not limited to" to
mod i fy the l is ting o f s er vices nu rs es may per f o rm in o rd e r to
enable the interdependent provisions of the prescriptive
privilege and the diagnostic function.
Mr. Stone cautioned
that: regulations cannot be expected to render the authorization
of conditions that comprehensive statutory provision can: and
language embodying the definition of the practice of nursing must
be identical in any and a l l legislative proposals.
Representatives had acknowledged the significance of these
qualifications previously.
However, Mr. Stone suggested that a
legislative proposal calling for the prescriptive privilege for
nurses which explicitly or tacitly provides for the autonomous
exercise of the authority would require the support of the
Medical Society of the State of New York.
Representatives of
NYSNA and the Coalition concurred that while such support would
be appropriate and desirable it is not required.

Representatives continued their discussion (begun at the Janu~ry ·
11 meeting)
or potentially effective statutory mechanisms and
language ror implementation of the prescriptive privilege tor

nurses.

This discussion included consideration of:

e

1)

the necessity or leg is la ti ve sponsorship and acceptance by
legislative leadership and representatives of the governor's
office or proposal(s);

2)

the necessity or support of' proposal(s} by the nursing
community and consumers# possible effects of known
opposition to the Entry Proposal by segments of the nursing
community and ways to increase understanding of the need tor
and positive implications of the Proposal;

3)

SUMMARY OF MEETING OF REPRESEITATIVES OF
NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATIOI, COALITIOI OF
HURSE PRACTITIONERS AHD STATE BOAID FOB HUBSIIG

e

February 7, 1986
The Veronica M. Driscoll Center tor lursing
Guilderland, lev York
The meeting began at approximately 9:00 AM.
ATTEN:DAHCE

lev York State laraes .laaociation
Ellen M. Burns, President
Willia~ F. Greiner, Chairman, Board Coamittee on
Prescriptive Privileges tor Nurses
Martha L. Orr, Executive Director
Jane Fielding, Deputy Director
Frances Feldsiae, Director, lursing Practice and
Services Program
Janet P. Mance, Director, Legislative Program
Wendy M. Burbank, Adainistrative Assistant to the
Executive Director

potential risks to the success of the Entry Proposal and the
prescriptive privilege proposal inherent in their various
possible presentations;

Representatives reiterated that a continued demonstration of
unity among their organizations is essential to achievement of
their common objectives.

All representatives agreed that HYSNA representatives should meet

with appropriate members of the legislative leadership about

possible statutory mechanisms and language for the authorization
of the prescriptive privilege for nurses.

Coalition o~ lurse Practitioaers

Sharon Bisner, President
Elaine Gelman, Immediate Past President
Nancy McIntyre, Consultant
Mary Jean Thomas, Past President

1 meeting was scheduled tentatively for Friday, February 7, 1986,
at 9:00 AM at the Center for Nursing to discuss information@)
gained from such meeting(s).

State Board tor luraing

Josephine Morales, Member
Virginia o. Allen, Executive Secretary

The meeting concluded at approximately 11:30 AM.
Meeting
January
and the
nurses.
that the

(Summary prepared by NYSNA)

I.
MLO:WMB:b

participants reviewed summaries or the January 11 and
22 meetings ot representatives ot HYSIA., the Coalition
State Board concerning prescriptive privileges f'or
It was the consensus ot those present at this
summaries accurately reflect discussions or this issue.

MEETINGS WITH LEGISLATIVE LEADERSHIP
HYSNA representatives reported on meetings with legislators
about possible statutory provision or the prescriptive
privilege tor nurses.
The Assembly sponsor or the
Association's Entry Into Practice Bill expressed strong
opposition to addition ot the prescriptive privilege
provision to the Entry bill. A representative or Senator
Anderson's office advised that pursuit or the prescriptive
privilege provisi~n say be 111-tiaed tor medical community
support in light of necessary preoccupation with the

2/4/86
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1

proreasional liability insurance crisia.
meetings with legislators will be scheduled.

II.

FOBMULATIOM OF DRAFT OF STATUTORY LANGUAGE
Meeting participanta drafted the attached rouah amendment ot
the lurse Practice Act to provide tor the prescriptive
privilege. Because deliberations are in a rudimentary stage
and the draft is unrefined, it was agreed tbe draft would be
used as a working document and treated confidentially.

III. DISCUSSIOI OF POSSIBLE SOURCES OF SUPPORT AND OPPOSITION
TO THE PBOYISIOH
Several possible sources or support and opposition to the
pro~osed measure were identified.

Representatives agreed the next meeting would be scheduled
rolloviag additional meetings oC NYSKA representatives with
legislative leadership.
The meeting concluded at 12:05 PM.

.""'
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Section

6900. Introduction
6901. Definition ot practice ot nursing

6902. Practice ot nursing and use or title •registered
protessional nurse' or •11cenaed practical
nurse•
6903. State board tor nursing
690,.
tor a license as a registered
professional nurse
6905.
tor a license as a licensed
practical nurse

6906.
6907.

Bzeapt persons
6908. Special provision

S6900.
Introduction.
This article applies to the
protession ot nursing.
The general provisions tor all
professions contained in article one hundred thirty ot this title
apply to this article.

S6901. Detinition ot practice or nursing. 1. Tbe practice
or the profession ot nursing as a registered professional nurse
is defined as diagnosing and treating haaan responses to actual
or potential heal th problems through serTices including but not
limited to caset'inding, health teaching., health counseling., and
provision of care supportive to or restorative or lit'e and wellbeing.
2. The practice or nursing as a licensed practical nurse
is defined as performing tasks and responsibilities within the
framework of casefinding, health teaching, health co~nseling, and
provision or supportive and restorative care under the direction
or a registered professional nurse or licensed or otherwise
legally authorized physician or dentist.

{Sullllllary prepared by HYSHA)

'.·'.·.·1·
-']

DRAFT/HOT FOR
DISTRIBOTI08

S6903 becomes 6902.

;~

S6904 becomes 6903.
S6905 becoaes 6904.
S6906 becomes 6905.

86907 becomes 6906.

S6908 becomes 6907.
S6909 becomes 6908.
2

1

same.

S-6908_.

Speoial proyision. - 1. remains same.

3. remains same.

SUMMARY OF MEETING OF BEPRESEITATIVES OF
NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION. COALITION OF

2. remains

JJ. Health services which· may be pertormed by a reg1stere8
protess1onal nurse shall include issuance ot prescriptions tor
drugs, deYices and imaunizing agents. Sucb registered
professional nurses .shall have satisf'actorily completed a
master's degz-ee in a nursing program which includes preparation
ror these health services and is registered by the State
Education Department or in a program determined by the Department
to be equivalent. l!ntil January 1. 1990, any individual licensed
as a registered protesaional nurse deemed by tbe Department to be
prepared to provide these serYioea need not meet the master's
degree requirement:7 Nothing in this subdiYision shall be deemed
to limit the practice or nursing as a registered professional
nurse pursuant to this article nor to deny any registered
professional nurse the right to do any act now authorized by such
article.
The Board tor Nursing, vi th the approval of the
Commissioner, will establish regulations as necessary to
implement the provisions or this section.

HURSE PRACTITIONERS ARD STATE BOARD FOB NURSING
Ma:, 8, 1986

The Veronica M. Driscoll Center tor lursing
Guilderland. Nev York

The meeting began at approximately 2:15 PM.

ATTEJfl>ANCE
lev York State Suraea Aaaociatioa
Ellen M. Burns, President
William F. Greiner, Chairman, Board Committee on
Prescriptive Privileges for Nurses
Members, Board Committee on Prescriptive
Privileges for Nurses:
Joanne R. Byrnes
Maggie Jacobs
Martha Kemsley
Claire Murray
Martha L. Orr, Executive Director
Janet P. Mance, Director, Legislative Program
Wendy M. Burbank, Administrative Assistant to the
Executive Director

This act shall take ettect on the first day or January in
the year next succeeding the date on which it shall become law.
2/7/86

Coalition ot •urae Practitioners
Sharon Bisner, President
Francesca Hartnett. President-elect
Nancy Macintyre, Consultant
Mary Jean Thomas, Past President
State Board tor
Helen Mellett, Member
Josephine Morales, Member
Virginia o. Allen, Executive Secretary
Meeting participants reviewed and accepted the summary of the
February 7, 1986, meeting of representatives of NYSMA, the

Coalition and the State Board.
I.

MEETINGS WITH LEGISLATIVE LEADERSHIP

A.

Cbairaan

!!

Higher

Coaatttee

Representatives of NISHA and the Coalition reported on
a March 24 meeting with Assemblyman Hark Alan Siegel,
Chairman of the Assembly Higher Education Committee,
about proposed statutory provision of the prescriptive
privilege for nurses. Mr. Siegel informed NYSMA and
2

,
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1.

Would oppose the provision approached in any
within the context of the current Hurse Practice
Act;

2.

Would oppose requirement of an academic degree
for nurses given the authority to prescribe;
Believes all nurses should be granted the
authority to prescribe providing they
satisfactorily complete "course work" and an
examination;
Believes that nurses' employing institutions
should adjudicate whether or not individual nurses
meet standards adequate to enable them to exercise
the prescriptive privilege.

Coalition and Association representatives reported on
separate subsequent meetings with Mr. Siegel.
Coalition representatives reported that Mr. Siegel indicated
be might reconsider his positions if he were presented
with a revision of the draft statutory language in
question {see attachment to summary of February 7
meeting). Association representatives reported that
Mr. Siegel stated he would not consider or support a~
prescriptive privilege proposal at this time.
@

B.

.
'

l
i

Senate

Association representatives reported Senator Hugh
Farley's positions about proposed prescriptive
privilege provision.
Senator Farley informed
Association representatives that:
1•

The Senate would not consider such proposal while
the professional liability crisis is unresolved;

2.

The prescriptive privilege should be contingent
upon satisfactory completion of course work and
an examination;

Employing institutions should be empowered to
determine whether or not nurses may prescribe.

:.~

The positions of the tvo legislators are directly opposed to
tbe principles and conditions which the Association and the
Coalition have agreed are essential to granting the
prescriptive privilege.

'.!.~

f)
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II.

DISCUSSION OF PRIHCIPLES GOVERNING THE PRESCRIPTIVE
PRIVILEGE VIS-A-VIS COITEHT OF STATUTORY LAIGUAGE
It was noted that a condition established by the MYSNA Board
of Directors at its January 1986 meeting under which the
prescriptive privilege could be granted provides for •those
nurses who meet appropriate alternative qualifications (to)
be granted the prescriptive privilege for a specified period
of time at the end of which the master's requirement must be
met•-(see also Summary ot January 11 meeting). (Association,
State Board and Coalition representatives agreed at the
February 7 meeting that the appropriate •specified period of
time• should be five years after enactment into law.}
In the course of discussion meeting participants noted a
possible discrepancy between the intents of this condition
and the expression in the draft language of provision for
those nurses to exercise the privilege ·who may be prepared
to do so but who do not meet the proposed statutory
requirements.
It was the position and desire of Coalition
representatives that exemption from meeting statutory
requirements at the end of the specified period by nurses
who were deemed to have met alternative qualifications is
implicit in the draf~ language. However, requirement to
meet statutory requisites at the end of the period on the
part of those nurses who have met alternative qualifications
is implicit in the HYSNA Board's condition.
Association representatives informed meeting participants
that the NISHA Board would be requested to consider the two
interpretations in question and clarify the intent of the
Association's condition at its June 5 meeting. All
participants would be informed of the Board's position
immediately following its June 5 meeting.

III. CONTRIBUTIONS TO DELIBERATIONS BY OTHER GROUPS
Association representatives reported that representatives of
the Rew York State Association of Hurse Anesthetists have
requested to participate in deliberations about the
prescriptive privilege. It was noted that MYSANA oppose~
the requirement that nurses granted the prescriptive
privilege be master's prepared because it exceeds current
nurse anesthetist practice requirements.
It is the
perception of representatives or NYSANA that a statute
containing this requirement has the potential to revoke the
practice rights of some nurse anesthetists with existing
legitimate practices.
Representatives considered ways by which contributions to
these deliberations by specialty organizations, such as
HYSAHA and tbe American Association of Nurse-Midwives, could
be obtained without creating an unwieldy discussion group.
It was agreed that the two groups be requested through
3
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vrt tten communication to comment on the agreed-upon.

principles or conditions under which the prescriptive could
be granted.

IV.

HEIT MEETING

The next meeting wan tentatively scheduled for Monday, June
9, 1986. at 2:00 PH.
In the event that Assoc~ation

t'hJll,fll.y 116' &,fa, lll,IAJJdlS
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CONTINUATION OF CONSIDERATION OF TASK FORCE ON

ENTREPRENEORSillP PROPOSAL

The Board resumed discussion of the following motion,
which was postponed on January 9 until after the report
of the Committee on Finance:
MOTION

repreaentat1 ves' necesaary activity in preparation for the
ANA Convention and other commitments preclude holding this
meeting, tbe Association would inform representatives of the
State Board and the Coalition of the Association Board's
decisions concerning clarification of the •grandfathering•
provision discrepancy delineated above.

,,,..-

(made by Vice President Greiner on 1/9):
that the Soard approve the Task Force on
Entrepreneurship's proposal that the
Association present six regional programs on
nurse entrepreneurship. Seconded.

The Soard noted that the proposed workshops would cost
approximately $4500-$5000 to present at a time when the
Association is operating within limited financial
resources. Following discussion, a vote was taken on
the foregoing motion.
The motion lost by a unanimous vote.

(Summary prepared by HYSHA}

The Board reiterated that conducting the workshops
would be valuable.
MOTION

MLO:VMB:b
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Claire Murray moved that the Board request
that the Task Force consider alternative ways
to subsidize the proposed programs.
Seconded • Carried unanimously.

BOARD COMMITTEE ON PRESCRIPTIVE PRIVILEGES
Vice President and Committee Chairman William Greiner
directed attention to the written summary of the 1/8/86
meeting of the Committee on Prescriptive Privileges,
emphasizing that the meeting notes should not be

regarded or represented as formal minutes.

Mr. Greiner informed the Board that the Committee

reviewed testimony presented at the 1985 Convention
Hearing on Prescriptive Privileges and the Resolution
re Precriptive Privileges for Nurses approved by the
1985 Voting Body.
Mr. Greiner presented the
Commit tee• s recommendations that the Board of
Directors:
A.

Support tl)ese concepts:
1.

the granting of prescriptive privileges under
the conditions enumerated below to nurses who
meet the qualifications imposed by these

conditions.
2.
4

the development of a legislative approach to
granting prescriptive privileges.
16

(
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B.

(

Approve these conditions or •guiding principles" •
on granting of the prescriptive privilege:
1.
2.

Nurses granted the prescriptive privil.ege

must be master 1 s prepared.

-~

0. · •.•,

The Board concurred that Board and Committee represen-

tatives participating in the meeting on January 11 with
representatives of the Coalition of Nurse Practitioners
would share Board action on the foregoing concepts
relating to support of pursuit of the prescriptive
privilege provision. Specific legislative approaches

f)

Those nurses who ~et appropriate alternative
qualifications weald be 9ranted the prescrip-

Nurses granted the prescriptive privilege
must hold an appropriate certification.

4.

Nurses granted the prescriptive privilege
must demonstrate participation in continuing
education.

In addition. the Committee determined: statutory
language should include the stipulation that nurses
granted the prescriptive privilege be permitted to
exercise the authority autonomously: the privilege
should encompass drugs, devices and immunizing agents,
unrestricted by class of drugs.

(

Following careful consideration of this issue and the
Committee's recommendations,
MOTION

Rita Reis Wieczorek moved the Board of
Directors approve all of the foregoing
recommendations of the Board Committee on
Prescriptive Privileges for Nurses with the
foll.owing revisions in the conditions under
which nurses may be granted the privilege
(additions appear in bold print}:

certification

Seconded.

The Board concurred that the privilege should
unrestricted by the title of the nurse.

xxv.
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il

The Board considered vacancies. new appointments and

,.·•·
1-

referenda.

A.

.~

Council~ Nursing Practice

MOTION

MOTION

'i
•!,~'

Claire Murray moved the Board of
Directors request that Patricia O'Brien
serve as a member of the Council on

Nursing Practice until the OC"'"..ober 1987

convention.
unanimously.
MOTION

Seconded.

Martha Kemsley

moved

Carried

the Board of

Directors request that Patricia Reed
serve as chairman of the Council on
Nursing Practice for the remainder of
her current term on the Council.
seconded. Carried unanimously.
appointment

as

cha.irman,

ShirJ.ey

requested to assume the chair:nanship
in light of her seniority on the Council.

Western Regional Review Team

MOTION

rl
1
1:·

Maggie Jacobs moved the Board of
Directors request that Nancy McGinn
serve as a member of the Council on
Nursing Practice until the October 1987
convention.
Seconded.
Carried
unanimously.

Poulaska.s be

The Soard considered the Committee's identified
possible legislative approaches to provision of the
privilege:
addition of the provision to the Entry
Proposal in 1986; development of a separate legislative
proposal eI.t::odying the provision in 1986: deferral of
any proposal until 1987.

I

NYSNA APPOINTMENTS

declines

be

.

'

,

~~·· ·

The Board concurred that, in the event Ms. Reed

Carried unanimously.

.

~-i-,

master's in nursing prepared

hold and maintain an appropriate

.

and ability to obtain legislative sponsorship.

established must be very stringent and met

J..

I·
.

c:annot be considered effectively at this time since the

viability of legislative approaches to the provision
depends upon such factors as the protracted nature of
the process of drafting appropriate statutory language

tive privilege for a specified period of time
at the end of which the master's requirement
must be met: the alternative requirements

without exception.

(

Carol Henretta moved the Soard of
Directors reauest that Debra FinlevCattone serve ~s a member of the Western
Regional ReTriew Team until the Oc~ober
1987 convention.
Seconded.
Car::-ied

unanimously.
18
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STATE ·oF_ NEW YORK
1UU

IN ASSEMBLY
May 15, 1986

Introduced by COHHITI'EE ON RULES -- (at request of H. of A. Eve)
once and referred to the Committee on Higher Education

read

ACT to amencf the education law, in relation to the advanced practice
of nursing

A.~

The People of the State of !few York. represented in Senate and Assembly. do enact as follows:
1.

See1:ion

six1:y-nine

adding a new subdivision

rofessional nursin b a nurse who ltas·'•-":¼~
the de a~ment auchorizin
advance .::.:_,--.·.rr,..,_"-·--•.·.
include the dia osis of illness and h ical c
s
_
,__
erformance of therapeutic and corrective measures within a specialty area of nursing practice in collaboration with a licensed physician including the issuance of prescriptions for drugs I devices and immunizing agents provided such servicu are performed in accordance with
mueiia'l ractice •
•-nt between the nurse
erformin
the services
ph:!91. an. Nothing in this subdivision shall be deemed to limit
the practice of the profession of nursing as a registered professional
nurse as defined in. subdivision one of this section.
§ 2.
Such law is amended by adding a new seccicn six<;y-nine hundred
ctice of r
certificate

10

.

/,,

J..r

/'12

13
1..

15
16
li
18
19

20

21

22
23

24
2S

Z6

hundred two of the education law is
three to r•ad as follows:.
•..;_,,

ten to read as fellows:
§ 69!0. Ce~ificaces for advanced registered nurse ~ractice. l. A rP.gistered professional nurse applying for a eertifi-ate.authorized by the
provis1011S of section sixcy-nine hundred two of ~his chapter shall fulfill :he following reguireaencs:
a. Aoclication: file .sn aopliea.cion with the department:
b. License: !:le hcansed as a registered professional nurse in i:::he
state of ~ew York:
e. !::ducatiQQ: have satisfactorily cmplet.ed educational oreoaration
for provision of ellesehe&lth services in a program- registered bv tne
depar.:men1:
or in a prograa determined by the department -;0 be
egu:i.val-enc:
E."CP!.ANATION--Matter in italics (imderscorad.) is new; mat~er in brackets
[ J is old law ta be omitted.

A. 11211
1
2
3
4

·s
·6
7

a

·i

!

9

!O

.!

11

aet
year oext succeedtn&

on the firs~ day of·January in th•
it

j

•

f:~L.(..C11P¼\".\..,i•-~
•
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shall have become a law.
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STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT BUFFALO
Proposed 1987-88 Executive Budget

WARREN E. BOF'Ji'Ert
Ola1rman

SUNFORD LIPSEY

PahUaber- and President

-L.-

nm lad CoatroDer; Butiara A. u ~ . SecmarJ: Alben J. WIUIWrlpt. Proclacdoa DlreetDr;
Birr)' B. Bftir. Dlla Proeeaiug Dinctur; Ra,-1 G. K ~ lnler-Otj:cbDl!llral

SUNY Request

$16,900,000*
$10,000,000

Proposed Executive Budget
FUNDING SHORTFALL (System-wide)

$ 6,900,000

*SUNY-Buffalo portion $5.8 million
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SUGGESTED MESSAGE

Thank you.)

... -

IIDBRAY B. lJGHT
Edibr and Sl!luar Vice President

Sunday, February 15, 1987

----

Page F-12

Albany Should Invest
In UB Research Funds
B

EFORE THE State University of investing in brainpower as tbe state
can begin to realize its and nation confront changing world
potential to become one of the nation's economy and an increasing emphasis
leading universities, it must have on high tecbnology and hmovation.
much richer programs for research
Far from being extravagant, the
and graduate studies.
$84.5 million SUNY wants to build up
Buffalo

A top-level university (and UB's its universities hardly sounds adepresident would like to see it move into quate. But as Sample nplains. the
tbe top 10 among public institutions) money would be spent in ways that
deals in a wide variety cf academic would help attract mere fmm, from
subjects at tbe highest level, where the both the federal government and the
best tbmkers concentrate their efforts private sector.
and the work of adding to knowledge
A major goal would be attract and
takes place. UB bas some excellent keeping top faculty am students. key

Date:

Dear_ _ __
As an alumnus of the State University of New York
and SONY-Buffalo, I hope you will make every

effort to provide full funding of $16.9 million
for the SUNY Graduate Research Initiative in the

Executive Budget for 1987-88. These funds are
necessary for New York to realize the full economic

and educational benefits of its public university
system.
Titank you

19'1'4-l!ID

Rldmd It. ........
Vice Pnsidl!llt aad 0ireer.cr af l'%ldmlrm R.elatloas; David W. Pftma. Vb PNsldeat
ud
l»nlclar: O.'rilt K. Betidf, Vb Presidmt and
D1recW; Rldl1lrd C. Ollaa..Qa,

First-Year Funding For
SUNY Graduate Research Initiative (GRI)

(Please use your own words.

EDWARD H. BUn.ER. ~r- PlzlllllllB' J!U.J.B
JmS. EDWARD H. BUrLE2, Pob11111i1r 1Sll-19ft

for your support.

Sincerely,

(Your Name)

Class of 19

•

departmdlts doing research and teaching upper-level students. but it needs
more money to build itself up fully.

elements in any university's success.
TIie unive!'Sity would also work to

develop more emmen.t multldisdpllnary centers (such as the new national
started must come from the state. UB earthquake research center and the
President Steven Sample and others planned toxic waste research center),
from tbe State University of New York: to double the volume of externally
are pusbfng a program that would get sponsored research and to increase the
things under way quickly.
number of Ph.D. programs rauked :in
This Graduate Research Initiative, the top 10 percent nationally.
Money from the initiative would also
as it is called. would provide $84.5 mil•
lion over tift years to build up SUNY's be spent to attract more women and
four mdMSity centers. UB, already minority students in graduate and prothe mast comprehensive of the four, fessional programs - particularly
from disadvantaged group.
would get the largest share.
Cuomo noted in hJs State of tbe
'l'bls needed program would help all
ol. Western New York. UB is a prime State message that five units of the
asset as tbe area struggles to rebuild public system in California are among
its troubled economy. Funding to help the top public and private universibring ft hlto the top ranks of America's ties in total research erpenditures.
public universities is the best invest- SUNY is not represented even in the
ment tbe state can make in the future top 50.
SUNY is new to the competition for
ol. its western counties.
Gov. CUomo is supporting the Grafi. research money, but it is leandng fast,
uate Resmch Initiative, but be bas as UB showed in captmmg the grant
budgeted $10 million. only a portion of for the earthquake center. What it
what SONY had asked. for tbe coming needs to build further and much faster
fiscal year. The State Legislature is state support. 'lbe full amonnt "llVishould iDc.'ease the funding to bring it sion.ed in the Graduate Research Initia•
tive should be allocated - both this
up to the full $16.9 rnUUon.
Ever, analJSfs points to the need for year and in the four years to come.
'l'he money that can get the
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THE NEW YORX S'l'ATE NtJRSES ASSOCIATION

REPORT TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
PROPOSED 1987 LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM
September 12-13, ~986

•
A.
B.

c.

Enact entry into practice legislation which standardizes
~ i n g ~ducation within institutions of higher learning,
:maintaining two careers, nurse and associate nurse.
Re~eal. the exemp~ion clause in the Nurse Practice Act
which al.lows unlicensed personnel within the Office of
Mental Real1;',h and the Office of Mental Retardation and
Devel~pm.ental ~isabilities to practice professional and
practi~l nursing.
Protect the Nurse Practice Act from inappropriate revision or amendment:
-preserve the integrity of the Act
-protect the scope of practice of all nurses·
-co~tin~e to affi~ regi~tered professional nurses'
aut:hority to provide primary health care services

-maintain a single legal title for the practice of
professiona1 nursing
-preserve the profession's authority to identify specialty practice, titles and credentials through certification and other voluntary self-regulatory activities.
D.

Pursue legislative and/or other means to obtain prescriptive privileges for nurses.

E.

Promote legislation to assist minorities to enter schools
of professional nursing.

F.

Secure through legislative and/or other means the stand~ procedure cf direct insurance reimbursement to
registe;-ed ~rofessional nurses engaged in the provision
of non-uistitutional health care services.

G.

Monitor and ;nnuence legislative measures dealing with
the preparation and regulation of unlicensed personnel so
that th~ nurse's legal responsibility for the aporopriate
delegation of nursing related activities is maintained
and the health and safety of the consumer protected.

H.

Monitor and influence state and federal legislative
proposals af;ecting hea~th care issues, the public good
and the ~sing profession. current support includes but
is not limited to:
-equal rights
-pay equity and comparable worth
-protection ot the health of wlnerable populations

-efforts to control domestic violence.
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T'ne Honorable Arthur: o. EVe
New York State ~ari:>ly
1373 Fillloore Avenue
Buffalo, !-rl 14211
.

..

-

Dear Assent>lyman Eve:
!\ COf!'I of your undated •q_:,en Letter to the Medical Society of the
State of New YorK• has been received. I have read it with interest
and have carefully reviewed Al.1211C. Except in the title, nowhere could
I find any reference to N.1rse Practitioners. Host of the bill is concerned with the Regent's Professional rursing ~rtunity Sdnlarship.
However, on page 4, Section 6909 does advocate an expanded definition
of H.irsing Practice including the prescriptioo of drugs.

The roost critical part of your legislation is that section of
only 20 lines which contah,s entirely new language redefining the
function of a nurse. The words you use, for all practical purposes, are
indistinguishable frora the words used in the statutory definition of
the practice of medicine. You state that this expanded function will be
e.-<ercised only by nurses qualified by educatiooal preparation, but your
legislation nowhere sets forth what these tpalifications will be or what
this educational preparatim will entail. Instead,. yoo. delegate the
for11Ulation of the contents of that educatiooal program to the
.
determination of an administrative deparbnent. Your bill is ccr.pletely
devoid of even the IOOSt general guidelines as to what additional, if
any, education will be required.· It does not, for exaaple, specify any
requirement concerning the-subject corltent of the educational
preparation. It does not set forth the length of the program involved.
!t does not establi:;h any guidelines as to who will administer the .
courses. It does not deal with institutional accreditatioo. It does
not set forth or limit the- nunt>er of programs to be approvcqr\ or ~e~ar
they wi.J.l differ one from another. W'nether an exam will ile required-,.. an:l,
if so, who will aJminister it, are· also i.rlportant questions not ans....e:,e:1 L,
your i:>ill. Will ii: be a state exam o, a pcivate exam? rrdeed, navilere
Jo you differentiate in terms of education recpirement:5 ~t1r,een the
nurse who prescribes drugs and the nurse who doe::i not. Apparently. you
do not tec.rJire aJJicionai educatiunal requirements with respect to tne
&1,Jiti01,al right of Jrug prescri?tion which your bill gives .:.:> the::.e
nurzt?!i. t·lili suc;1 a right be granted absent alucat1onal. tca-i.n.in9 .i.11 ti1c
area of c>ilarr.iaco!ogy?

-

Continuel -

#<J:, 3

.~I?laf~,>:e

~lij~'";'.~tli
.

lbe 9anora!J.if: !\.:"tiw~
~e'!W
:\UgaSt 1'1, lJlii

1

!).

Eve

Hon. Tarky J. Lombardi

J. ~obert Daggett

:wt tm: 2re:;cdptl..,n of Jrugs by nurses be co-signed oi: at lea::1t
revlewa::l 'iJ'f a p!11aician within a time penod afi:er its issuanca? Are
.iCilEWle.l d:113s included? YOlu legislation fails to in ai1y way dencnbe
aie nature
tile •collaboration• with a physician whicn you ,:,urport to
.7$flire. ;-la:I.: is t.iie -Jeflnition of •coUaboi:ation"? Will the pi.tysician
be !io;te:i ,;a ~1e nur.x>er of nursea tiith whom he has a collaooral:ive
relatlOO.S:13# Hay i:L'le co.Llaboration agree-nent be oral oc wili a w::. :i.i:irr.;J
be requ!.a:ed? l'U.l :>f ti.tese quest.i.ons an5 many More rer,cai., co.,plete.Ly
Wlall;:,-wered flJ your biii. ,te have reviewed the ~llrse Practitioner
!,egisldi:i.cn in evecy vther state where it exists. ! can inform you i:nac.:
in oo .rJler state is c..i.ere a law as J.oosely draun as was that w'hicn was
Jf
~scs.uly ti1;.s year but defaated in the Senate.
~;:.::inly, we s11are yoo.r concern alOUi: the nea.ith care nee:i.::. oE
ail
Y:>3:eCS cmd pa::-ticula.rly ~,e pooc in our rural and urban
ai:ea::i. Ic .i:i a -3ros:::; disservice ::0 these peo-J?le, howe-.rer, to suggest
ciiat their .EaJ::5 can i>e met DY offering to them "::;e,.::on<l-class mcdicia~."
'?itle VIE t1a: the i:::lucatiun Law exists not to serve the ,1eeds of t~1ose
who ai:I! litm.iel .:i1e,e.in. 01 the contrary, our ::;t:atutory system of
J.i~:1,e ~i:s i::o 1.JU-irantee to the pui:>lic that if New Yurk State ·
peoni;:s a re:s,x1 tae legal eight to pcactice a certain f)rofession, suci1
a praci:itim2c bas recc.:.voo a tull and complete education assur .mg at
least ..llJJlilal cei!-pei:ence in chat i~eld of practlce. Perhaps you are
familiar \l!t.1 the problena that are currently e:dstlng in the .field of
foceign maiical graduates. Your pr0:1ram vculd ccrtainiy e:.<aceroate al.!.
of the !.)rcni~ t..'la-: have occurred in this secto::-.

S 9397-B (A 11211-C)

The Senate bill and its Assembly
above, would amend the Education Law rel::;i:nion, referenced
of professional nursing opportunity sch 1
h" to the creation
authorization for certain registered o arfs ip~ and a specific
pra t ·
"
·
pro essional nurse~ t
t~ ice_as ~urse practitioners" in New York State in coliabo~
ra ion with l~censed physicians.

The State Education Departm t ·
this bill, but we must oin
en is ge~erally supportive of
ha:7e with the "nurse pr~cti~i~~~r! 0 ~:n s:~1.~u: c<?ncE:rns that we
written. The concerns are as follows: g g
s i s it currently

Tha ~icaiJ l>t~i:a!!l so auspiciou.;J.y initiate:l t\-10 decades ago aud
initid.i..ly ..;ntendfrl -co se!.ve the health care needs of our economicallydisadvantaJed has lEen a coapJ.ete failure. Tile reasons for this
failure: ~ctterr.o:re, c1r-c? beyond debate. T'ne Ne•.:1 York. !-ledicaid fees have
02efl :."lci:a;e:3 .:>nee? in t..,enty years. IC is inQossil>le to deliver
ctde.,r.1ata :pa.iit'.f nea.Lth care under this prograi11. :le .;;uggest to you

1.

The bill does not provide
h
·
or otherwise distinguishi~g meint~f:ua~o: ~~otifhying
successfully completed nu .
ave
advanced regist~red nursi·nrgsing programs as compared to
programs.

2.

Tadhe th.ill does not authori·ze the promulgation
.:1:...
and
_op_ion_ of regulations necessary to define
distinguish clearly those existent and
~nd
advanced nursing programs that hav
. prospective
prov!~e a_cceptable experiences fo~ ~~ovf!;fv;tu:i°uid
prac ice in an expanded nursing role.
o

3.

physic:.aru:..

. '1

•-·._ ·

·.12 =bllil .le ~e.i..!.g:1cei c.o nave ::he Ort>OC .:.unit}' t-> ,naet \,j t:1 yt:)11:-·.:li.:
1"~: ~1euence ;;o .;J.i.sc.J.3::i ti1is .:.s~"\Je ,351era1.lt .:md your J.e-:3 .i.,.i:;.acion
.;i"'-JeCl.f.;_C.J:.:./. He await -r~i: ..:espo~;e.

Presid~.ot

-J~:J?:

..:c: 3ela:?;;s Inla,soo and r.amcdi
t.;;~.1.yoea ·ra.t.:.o.,, 3l~a.!., :,facsba1lF 1v,.m,m,
t~ri:.lll-:.Jil, -~.:~:on and Nadler

.·J.::>.

:~~~wesdt:f

~hile we applaud the efforts that have

very important bil 1
th
beel'! made to date
urges that the concerns set forthe :tateb Education Department
on this

the its enactment.

cc:
Joll.'1 A. F .;,nk:.>e.:.ne:,

5 bi:;ev~~:~\nguishing
those th . Y _ regis-

~en~i:;:ia::
expanded role in nun,ina sim 1v a
prac ice ar.
his or her successful. co~pletfo~
o/
s!chcoansequence
program. of

.:-;,11:a.:. a."ld :iroan !!.>-.Jr oy ua11g your f>OSition in t:~e New York State
Legis1at:.1!i! .::.o .:act ~.cy .::.n~ itl,:\.}Ulty in t..'1.i::; sy~t~-:1, s~ that tne
injivi<ba.s ~,~io;.i 5U(;h a t?Cograi.t puL-pocts to senre wi.Li ::e-.::ei·.re tne kind
- .:,f care at ;,m.1.c.-1 .:hey a!:e e.,titie:1, not a clearly interior subsc~·~ute
ru:;

:::a

~::~:enar:dv::c:ro:~:~~:~ ~ 0
ter:d by the Department and

PI~:r:::!::1rs

,espaci:fu...iy t~1ac. you would uetter secve your objacti;re.s in helpin-:1 ou,

-)~~n~J
;r-::zon:. who a:::e not train~
-

July 2, 1986

Hon. Arthur

~Phil

o.

a ove

Eve

c_ Pinsky, Esq.

e addressed prior to
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'THE BDUCATXOR LAW.

or THE &%LL XS PRXNT.D

BELOW.

4. (a) Healt.h services which may be performed by a registered profes·
sional nurse, in(collaboration]with a licensed physician, may incl~de
diagnosis of illness and performance of therapeutic and corrective
measures. Prescriptions for drugs. devices and immunizing agents may be
issued by a registered professional nurse in (collaboration)with a
licensed physician in accordance with a mutual practice agreement.
(b) Only nurses who shall have satisfactorily completed educational
re aration for these health services in a nursin
ro ram a roved b
the de artment
or these
ur oses or in a ro ·ram determined b
department to be eguivalentimay exercise the powers specified in paragraph (a) of this subdivisi6~-J
•

(c) No~hing in this subdivision,shall be deemed to limit the practice
of the profession of nursing as a registered professional nurse pursuant
to article one hundred thirty-nine of this chapter or to deny any registered professional nurse the right to do any act now authorized by that

article.

'DIESOO'EO,~

THE STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT /iHE UNIVtRStTY OF TH:: STAiE OF NEW Y0RO ,;~i3AN\'. NY i2230
OFFICE OF THE STATE BOARD FOR NURSING

August 12, 1986

Martha L. Orr, MN, RN
Executive Director
New York State Nurses Association
2113 Western Avenue
Guilderland, NY 12084
Dear Martha:
I write to provide a response to your letter of June 4, 1986 which was addressed to
Dr. Virginia 0. Allen, former Eltecutive Secretary to the State Board for Nursing.

. You reque~ted i~formation regarding the policy of the State Board for Nursing in
rel~t10? to_ conflict of interest. Enclosed is a copy of the Publjc Officers Law brochure
which 1s given to all new members of the Boards of the Professions. Section 74 of the
Law
especially pertinent. Also, enclosed is a one page summary, "Positions on
Conflict of Int~res_t." As you_ can see, the top portion is a resolution adopted by the
Board for Nursmg m 197.5, which was reaffirmed, with an additional statement added
during a Board meeting on January 20, 1984. The policy statement was sent to all
members of the Board for Nursing and is given to all potential candidates interviewed
for Board positions. The bottom portion of the one page summary includes an excerpt
from a document titled, Boards fo[ the Professions (dated, March 1979), which I have
also enclosed.
The Board for Nursing has periodically reviewed the policy on conflict of interest
when potential situations have arisen through the years. The Board has recently
expressed the need to review the policy again in the near future.
.
The _New_ Yo~k State Nurses Association's concern regarding a recent conflict of
interest s1tuat1on mvolv~g a Board member has been conveyed to the Chairperson of
the State Board for Nursmg, who subsequently conveyed it to the members during a
recent meeting. The Board for Nursing shares your concern. The situation is still in the
process of being reviewed by the Board for Nursing and the State Education
Department. As you know, final action/resolution is at the discretion of the Board of
Regents.
I hope this information is helpful.

Sincerely,

Acting Executive Secretary
GAR/cdc.

Enc.

POSITIONS ON CONFLICT OF INTEREST

Martha L. Orr, MN, RN
Executive Director

CamllluentofThe

Nww.A..acAt-an

Action by Board for Nursing

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

At its ~ovember 17, 197.5 meeting the Board for Nursing supported a resolution

87 lrvlna Place, New York, N.Y.10003, (212) 460-5990

approved by the Northeast Council of State Boards of Nursing with the understand~ng

that officers shall mean those elected officers identified in the bylaws of the nursing
organizations.

October 21, 1986

The resolution states:
Dr. Juanita Hunter
Clinical Assistant Professor
SUNY Buffalo
3435 Main St.
Buffalo, NY 14214

WHEREAS, a board for nursing represents the public interest and a
nursing association represents the interest of the profession, and
WHEREAS, it is desirable to avoid the appearance of any conflict
of interest on the part of the board for nursing in carrying out its
responsibilities to the public, be it
RESOLVED, that the Northeast Council of State Boards of Nursing
supports the principle that a member of a board for nursing should
not hold office in a district, state, or national nursing association
concurrently with his or her term of appointment to such board.
At its January 20, 1984 meeting the Board for Nursing reaffirmed the resolution
adopted in 197.5, with the following statement added, "paid staff of professional
agencies should not hold Board positions."

Bs?ac4§ toe me Prgfe§sigps

Office of the Professions
March 1979
Page .5.

Relations with ec2tessiona1 ecgagizatigps
Board members are often leaders in their respective
professions and in the relevant state professional organizations.
However in many professions, significant numbers of practitioners
are not members of such organizations, and in all professions the
responsibilities of the Regents and Department, including the
boards, extend beyond the profession to the general public.
Members of state boards for the professions must keep in mind that
service as officers or members of governing boards of state
associations in professions subject to regulation by the state board
may raise occasion of potential conflict of interest. Members
should take special precaution to assure there is no conflict of
interest where they serve in a role within a professional
organization, or in a teaching or examination situation.
·

.

Dear Dr. Hunter,
Thank you very much for making our meeting with Assemblyman Eve and his
staff so effective. Enclosed you will find minutes from the meeting, two
proposed resolutions to be presented at the pre-convention Board of Directors
meeting, and a travel voucher. Excerpts from "The People's Budget" will
follow.
If you have comments or suggestions related to the resolutions, please call
either Janet or Liz as soon as possible. Our time frame is short, but we
are very interested in your input.
Again we are most appreciative of your time and energy. We know we will
need your help again. This work is so important for the Association and
the profession.
We are looking forward to seeing you in Lake Placid.
Sincerely,

Elizabeth Carter, DrPB, RN
Deputy Director

#,~Pm~
et P. Mance, MN, RH
Director, Legislative Program
EC:JPM/cg
ENC.

•
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National Black Nurses' Association, Inc.
Position Statement on ENTRY INTO PRACTICE
The National Black Nurses' Association, Inc., over the past five (5) years, has wo!ked aggressively to assure that the ENTRY INTO PRACTICE address the council realities of im•
plementation that confront Black nurses. To date none of these realities has been resolved:

On Monday. February 9 a group of ethnic/minority nursing ltaders
of the New York State Nurses Association {NYSNA) will meet with
Assemblyman Arthur O. Eve and his staff in Albany, New York.

This

meeting will be the second time this group has met to discuss issues

L .. the serious lack of access to baccalaureate programs to insure opportunities for

of mutual concern.

2 •••. the lack of a clearly defined pattern of articulation between practical nurse and
associate degree programs and associate and baccalaureate degree programs to insure the opportunity for career mobility and advancement

requirements for professional nurses and minority access to nursing

study at this level.

3 .... the paucity of financial support from governmental and private funding sources for
Black nursing students and for educational institutions to insure the possibility of
baccalaureate education.

4 .... the absence of a detailed educational plan which supports and encourages
registered nurses to secure baccalaureate degrees in order to maintain and increase
the number of Black nurses in leadership positions.
Historically, racism in this society, specifically in the educational system and the health care
delivery system, has resulted in significant increases in and therefore a disproportionate
number of practical and associate degree nurses. The majority of Black nurses do not hold
baccalaureate degrees in nursing. Black nurses through ability and commitment have
demonstrated excellence in practice. Black nurses provide nursing care to most of the minority population especially in the urban areas of the United States. Moreover, Black nurses have,
through necessity, utilized alternative pathways for educational achievement and quality
nursing practice. The National Black Nurses' Association will utilize all available opportunities to promote its belief that attempts or plans to standardize and clarify levels of nursing
education and practice must guarantee drastically improved:
• accessibility to educational programs.
• opportunities and support for career mobility and advancement.
• financial support fQr students and aducational institutions.

Those issues include legislation, educational

education programs.
The first meeting was sponsored by NYSNA on Thursday, October 9
at the Kensington Place Restaurant and was chaired by Dr. Juanita K.
Hunter, President Elect of NYSNA.

The areas addressed were NYSNA's

efforts in assisting minorities to enter the profession, the Association's work to protect and enhance human rights and Assemblyman Eve's
interest in legislation to increase access for minority students.
Assemblyman Eve has not been supportive of NYSNA's legislative
proposal which seeks to require a baccalaureate degree for entry
into professional nursing.

Many of those attending attested to the

benefit of this proposal based upon their own personal experiences.
An outgrowth of the October meeting were two resolutions adopted

by

Further, any implementation plan must provide unquestionable and objective assurance that
"grandfathering" will not adversely affect the future educational career opportunities for
Black nurses. The end result must be that Black nurses be maintained in leadership positions
and. moreover, that their numbers be substantially increased.

Lake Placid from October 31 to November 2.

The National Black Nurses' Association, Inc., will continue to urge all minority nurses to

Recruitment into Nursing and Ethnic Minority Enrollment and Retention

the NYSNA voting body at their annual convention which was held in
They were entitled "Minority

coalesce and apply multiple pressure on state legislators, to oppose legislation that man•
dates a BSN for RN licensure.

in Schools of Nursingu and "Ethnic Minority Enrollment and Retention in

Lastly. it must be clearly understood that the National Black Nurses' Association, Inc.• sup-

Schools of Nursing."

ports excellence in health care delivery and education for health care professionals.

joint efforts

in

The February 9 meeting will focus on possible

these areas.
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Introduced by COHHITI'EE ON RULES -- (at requet of H. of A. Eve, Tallon,
Siegel, Norman, Marshall, Walsh, Murtaugh, Green, Nadler) -- read once
and referred to the Committee on Higher Education•- report:ed and
referred to the Committee on Ways and Means -- committee discharged,
bill amended, ordered reprinted as amended and recmiaitted to .said
committee -- reported and referred to the C0111111ittee on Rules -- Rules
Committee discharged, bill amended, ordered reprinted as amended and
r~committed to the Committee on Rules -- amended on the special order
of third reading, ordered reprinted as ame:ided, retaining its place on
the special order of third reading
AN

ACT to amend the education law, in relation to professional nursing
opportunity scholarships and nurse practitioners and providing for the
repeal of certain provisions relating thereto upon the expiration of
such provisions

The People of the State of New York. represented in Senate and Assembly, do enact-as follows:
1

2
3
4

s

6

7

8
9

10

11

12
13
14
1.5

Section 1. Section six hundred five of the education law is amended by
adding a new subdivision thirteen to read as follows~
13. Regents professional nursing opportunity scholarships. Regents
professional nursing ooportunity scholarship;; shall be awarded annually
to students who are residents of New York state and who are beginning or
engaged in an approved course of study in this state leading to registration as a professional nurse, but not exceeding the normal oeriod of
study required to complete the requirements for the program. !IS such approved
courses and normal peri~ds of study are defined by the
commissioner. Such scholarships shall be classified and allocated in ac•
cordance with regents rules, provided that:
a. Scholarship recipients shall be selected and certified in the following order of priority:
(1) Applicants who reside in a medically underserved area. a.s designated by the regents in consultation with the commissioner of health;
EXPLANATION--Matter in italics (underscored) is new; matter in brackets
[ I is old law to be omitted.
LBD15161-07-6
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(2) Applicants who are economically disadvantaged, which for the pur2 poses of this subdivision shall mean applicants who meet or would other•
l
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wise meet the entrance requirements of opportunity programs pursuant to
section s!xty•four tiundred fifty-one or sixty-four hundred fifty-two of
this chapter.
b. At least one-third of the recipients of scholarships awarded under
this subdivision shr.11 be residents of rural areas, as such areas shall
be determined by the regents, and at least one-third shall be members of
a minority group. for the purposes of this subdivision, "minority" means
a resident of New York who is black, hispanic, or native american. Tlle
COfflfflissioner shall make every effort to assure the principles of equitable distribution throughout the state are assured in awarding scholarships under this subdivision.
c. No acplicant who receives a scholarship under this subdivision
shall be eligible to also receive support through special programs
authorized under section sixty-four hundred fifty-one or sixty-four hundred fif~y-two of this chapter; provided, however that nothing herein
shall prevent an applicant from applying for such support, or for
scholarships under this subdivision, and nothing herein shall be deemed
to reauire that the recipient of such suoport or such scholarship cannot
reapply for such alternate support or scholarship, as the case may be 1
in a subsequent year. Toe c0111111issioner shall take such steps as are
necessary to notify institutions participating in special programs
provided pursuant to section sixty-four hundred fifty-one or sixty-four
hundred fifty-two of this chapter of the regents professional nursing
opportunity scholarships snd of their availability to students who might
otherwise be eligible for sucport under such programs~
d. In the event tbat there are more applicants who have the same priority than there are remaining scholarships, the commissioner shall distribute the remaining number of such scholarships by means of a lottery
or other form of random selection.
e. Toe commissioner shall forward approved aoplications to the oresi•
dent and shall.notify unsuccessful applicants.
f. The president shall notify applicants of their award entitlement.
g. Toe president shall, in consultation with the commissioner. develoc
and secure from each successful applicant 'a written agreement to practice nursing in a public or other hospital, certified home health
agencv, health mainter.ance organization or other health care facility
located in a designated medically underserved area or serving a
disprooortionate number of low-income patients. The regents, in consultation with the c011111issioner of health, shall designate medicallv underserved areas and those facilities, agencies, entities and ~nstitutions serving a disproportionate number of low-income patients. Within
such time as the c0111111issioner shall by regulation provide, a recipient
of an award shall have practiced nursing in a facility, agency, entity
or institution located in a designated medically underserved area or
servings discroportionate number of low-income patients for that nu~ber
of 1110nths calculated by multiolying by nine the number of annual
payments received by the recipient. In no case shall the total number of
monchs of service required be less than eighteen. If a recipient fails
to c01110ly fully with such conditions, the president shall be entitled to
receive from such recipient an amount to be determined by the formula:
A::: 2B (t-s)
t
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.
in which "A" is the S1110unt tha president is en1:itled to recover: "B" 1s
the sUJll of all payments made to the recipient and the interest en such
amount which would be oayable if at the ti.Illes such_awards wef.e 11oaid they
were loans bearing interest at the maximum prevailmg rate; t
is the
total number of months in tbe recipient's period of obligaced servieasi
and ' s' is the number of months of service actually rendered by the
recipient. Any amount which the president is entitled to rec~ve: under
this paragraph shall be paid within the five-year period be~1nn1ng on
the date that the recipient failed to comply with this service
condition. Nothing in the written agreement shall affect the texms of
employment of the individual who shall negotiate, seoarate and apart
from the program, his or her salarv and other forms of employment with
an agency, institution or a progrlllll ill which he or she shall be
emoloyed.
Any obligation to eo111Dly with such provisions as outlined in this section shall be cancelled upon the death of the recipient. The commissioner shall make regulations to provide for the waiver or suspension of
any financial obligation which would involve extreme hardship.
h. A recipient of an award shall report annually to the New Tork state
higher education services corporation, on forms orescribed by it, as to
the performance of the required services. If the recipient shall fail to
file any report required hereunder within thirty days of written notice
to the recipient, mailed to the address ~h01oo-n on the last application
for an award or last report filed, whichever is later, the pre~ident of
the corporation may impose a fine of uo to one thousand dollars. The
president shall have the discretion to waive the filing of a report, excuse a delay in filing or a failure to file a recort 1 or waive or reduce
anv fine·il!!J)osed for good cause shewn.
i. The commissioner shall submit a report to the governor, the temporary president of the senate, the speaker of the assembly, the
chairman of the senate finance committee and the chairman of the assemblv wavs and means committee concerning the implementation and progress
of the regents professional nursing opportunity scholarshio program established pursuant to this subdivision. Such rerx>rt ~hall include but
not be limited to the number of scholarships awarded, the amount of each
sc~olarship. the programs of nursing attended by scholarship recipients.
aggregate statistics regarding the aualifications of apolicants and
recipients, the location or proposed location of service bv scholarship
recipients• and recommendations for extension or modification of the program subsequent to its expiration date. Such report shall be comoleted
and transmitted no later than Januarv thirty-first. nineteen hundred
ninety-one.
§ 2. Such law is amended by adding a new section six hundred seventynine-b to read as follo-.s:
§ 6;9-b.
Regents orofessional nursing ocoortunitv scholarshios. 1.
~umber and certification. One hundred regents profes-ional nursing ooportunity scholarshios shall be awarded in the academic vear nineteen
hundred eighc~-seven--nineteen hundred eightv-eight. In the academic
vear nineteen hundred eighi::y-eight--nineteen hundred eightv-nine., two
hundred fift:v of such scholarships shall be awarded. And in the acadelllic
vear nineteen hundred P.ightv-nine-·nineteen hundred ninetv, and annually
ther!!after, four hundred such scholarships shall be awarded each year.
Such scholarshios shall be allocated as provided in article thirteen of
this chaoter to eligible student:s as certified to the president bv the
commissioner.

,~ 11211--c

1

2.

4

Duration. Such scholarship shall entitle the recipient to an award

2 while enrolled in an approved course of study leading to registration as
3 a professional nurse, but not exceeding the normal period of study
4 reguired to complete the requirements for the progrS111, as such approved
5 courses and normal periods of study are defined by the commissioner pur6 s ~ t to article thirteen of this chapter.
7
3. Amount. The president shall make academic year awards in amounts
8 provided in this subdivision. The academic year award shall be up to one
9 thousand dollars, provided however, that if family income of the appli10 cant exceeds an amount established by the regents and approved by the
11 director of the division of the budget for an economically disadvantaged

12 applicant, the award shall be reduced by the amount of one dollar for
13 each four dollars, or part thereof I of the excess I provided, however 1
14 that in nQ event shall the award be less than five hundred dollars, and
1S no award shall e~~eed the actual costs of attendance. Costs of atten•
16 dance shall include tuition, required fees, laboratory and other in·
17 struction related exeenses 1 transportation, room and board.
18
§ 3. Section sixty-pine hundred nine of such law is amended by adding
19 a nev subdivision four to read as follows:
20
4. (a) Health services which may be performed by a registered profes•
21 sional nurse, in collaboration with a licensed physician, may include
22 diagnosis of illness and performance of therapeutic and corrective
23 aeasures. Prescriptions for drugs, devices and immunizing agents may be
24 issued by a registered professional nurse in collaboration with a
25 licensed physician in accordance with a mutual practice agreement.
26
(b) Only nurses who shall have satisfactorily co:npleted educational
27 preuaration for these health services in a nursing program approved by
28 the department for these purposes or in a program determined by the
29 department to be equivalent may exercise the powers specified in para•
30 graph (a) of this subdivision.
·
31
(c) Nothing in this subdivision shall be deemed to limit the practice
32 of the profession of nursing as a registered professional nurse pursuant
33 to article one hundred thirty-nine of this chapter or to deny any regis34 tered professional nurse the right to do any act now authorized by that
3S article.
36
5 4. Subdivision two of section six hundred five of such law, as
37 amended by chapter sixty-three of the laws of nineteen hundred seventy38 seven, is 1111ended to read as follows:
39
2. Regents professional education in nursing scholarships. Regents
4Q professional education in nursing scholarships shall be awarded on the
41 s-• basis as regents college scholarships to students completing their
42 high school programs for attendance in programs for the training of reg•
43 iste~ed professional nurses at colleges or schools approved by the
44 regents. Eight hundred such scholarships shall be awarded each year
45 prior to the academic year nineteen hundred eightv-seven--nineteen hun46 dred eighty-eight. C0111111encing with the nineteen hundred eightv-seven-•
47 nineteen hundred eighty-eight academic year and annually thereafter,
48 four hundred such scholarships shall be awarded each vear.
Such
49 scholarships shall he allocated ta each county in the state in the same
SO ratiO that the nwaber of students residing in such county who were grad•
Sl uated from approved high schools in the state during the school year
52 preceding the date of the examination for the award of such scholarships
SJ bears to the total number of students residing in the state who were
54 graduated from approved high schools in the state during such school
SS year, provided, that no county shall be allocated fewer than four

s
1 scholarships, e.xce1R= that Fulton and Hlllliltcn counties shall each ~e al2 located no fewer than two scholarships; provided. however, that prio~ to
3 the nineteen hundred
eighty-seven••nineteen hundred
eighty•e;ght
4 academic year, no county shall be allocated fewer scholarships than such
S county recaived during the year nineteen hundred seventy•two--n~eteen
6 hundred seventy-three. Crmencing with the nineteen hundred eighty7 eight--nineteen hundred eighty-nine academic year. no county shall be
8 allocated less than fifty per centum of the scholarships tb~t such
9 county received during the year nineteen hundred seventy-two--n.ineteen
10 hundred seventy-three.
11
§ s.
Subdivision one of section six hundred seventy-one of such law,
12 as added by chapter nine hundred forty-two of the laws of nineteen hun13 dred seven~y-four, is amended to read as follows:
14
1. Number and certification. Eight hundred regents professional edu1S cation in nursing scholarships shall be awarded each year prior to the
16 academic year nineteen hundred eigbty•seven--nineteen hundred eighty·
17 eight. Commencing with the nineteen hundred eigbty•seven•-nineteen hun•
18 dred eighty-eight academic year and annuallv thereafter, four hundred
19 such scholarships shall be awarded each year. Such scholarships shall
20 be allocated as. provided in article thirteen to eligible students as
21 certified to the president by tbe eo.,issioner.
22
§ 6. This act shall take effect on the first day of January next suc23 ceeding the date on which it shall have bee011e a law; provided, however,
24 that the provisions of subdivision thirteen of section six hundred five
2S of the education law as added by section one of this aet and the provi26 sions of section six hundred seventy-nine·b of the education law as
27 added by sectian two of this act shall be deemed repealed on June thir28 tieth, nineteen hundred ninety-one; and provided further that. the
29 amendments made to subdivision two of section six hundred five of the
30 education law· end subdivision one of section six hundred seventy-one of
31 the education 1 law, by sections five and six of this act respecti~ely.
32 shall expire and be of no further force and effect on June thirtieth,
33 nineteen hundred ninety-one and the provisions of such subdivisions
34 shall revert to and be read as set out in law on the date immediately
JS preceding the effective date of sections five and six of this act and
36 further provided that the commissioner of educatio~ shall take such
37 steps prior to the effective date of this act as are ne,cessary for the
'38 implementation of this act on such effective date.
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MEMORANDUM OF SUPPORT
S.9397-B

A.11211-C

An ACT to amend the education law, in relation to professional nursing opportunity scholarships and nurse practitioners and providing for the repeal of certain provisions
relating thereto upon the expiration of such provisions

The New York State Nurses Association supports A.11211-C, S.9397-B which has
been amended to address the Association's major concems. The compromise
language is the result of joint efforts by NYSNA and the bills' prime sponsors.
A.11211-C, 5.9397-B differs from A.11211-B, S.9397-A in that the latest version has some organizational and technical language improvements.
The original bill language dealing with "advanced nursing practice" had been
of great concern to the Association. The new language eliminates those major
concerns. First, all references to advanced nursing practice, state education departll'ent certification of nurse specialists and state education department regulation of nursing specialties are reil'Oved from the bills. Second,
the requirement for nurse/physician mutual practice agreenents is li:nited to
the prescription privilege. Third, the remaining bill language follows that
of the school health demonstration project law (C..~apter 198 of the Laws of
1978).
Although the amended bills do not correct the deficiencies in the regents
professional nursing opportunity scholarship section, the bill sponsors recognize those deficiencies and have declared their intent to seek additional
nursing scholarships in the 1987 session. Also, the scholarship portion of
A.11211-C, S.9397-3 Sl.lllSets in 1991.
With these principles in mind, NYSNA supports A.11211-C, 5.9397-B in order
to resolve the long standing challenge to interpretation of the Nurse Practice
Act.
NYS~A urges passage of this legislation.
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